WHAT WORKS!
SUMMER INSTITUTE
JUNE 22 - 26, 1998

What Works! A Summer Institute on Employment Issues for Literacy Practitioners
One Week Training Event
Monday, June 22 to Friday, June 26 1998
The results of the International Adult Literacy Survey (I.A.L.S.) have many implications for
literacy practitioners. Direct correlations were found between literacy skills and employment.
The higher the literacy skills the greater the likelihood of employment and mobility within the
workforce. Conversely, low literacy skills are linked to poverty and in most cases many years of
chronic unemployment.
From the practitioners' point of view, learners are now requesting information on securing
employment. The situation then arises for the practitioner on how to facilitate the transition of
the literacy student into the workforce.
With funding from the National Literacy Secretariat, Employment Projects for Women Inc.
(E.P.W.) organised a Summer Institute on Employment. This event focused on various topics
including current market trends in urban and rural Manitoba, job search techniques, working
with specific groups of people e.g SAR, Immigrants and industry visits. Time was also allocated
for the development of hands on ideas and strategies to assist learners in becoming job ready.
The materials enclosed is the fruits of their labour.
Please feel free to copy and distribute the materials to members of the
community, but acknowledge the National Literacy Secretariat and Employment
Projects for Women Inc., for their contributions.
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SUMMER INSTITUTE ON EMPLOYMENT June 1998 - Evaluations
I liked...
"The atmosphere - the high spirit of the group and instructors. 1 found the mix of personalities
very comforting, as well as age range"
"Everything. The information obtained, practical, activities, the food and friendly atmosphere."
"The wide variety of subjects touched upon, the quality of the presenters."
"The interaction of the group as a whole and individually. The friendliness and openness was
great. Everything was exactly on time and very well presented the speakers were great also. The
lunches were great."
"The lunches, and the exercise on before, during, and after the interview, and the afternoon on
self-esteem exercises, and the factory tour etc. etc. But most of all the people and working with
them."
"The pace - the interaction with peers - the variety - the lunches - the speakers - the information."
"The variety - tour - group work - hand outs / resources"
"Opportunity to work with different people on different projects - wealth of information"
"The whole training session, I was not informed on the employment aspect of Literacy. Meeting
others doing the same job."
"The sharing of ideas with all the course members, the variety of speakers, that everything will
be compiled for us and mailed out later."
"The entire week."
"The abundance of information. The week was a great learning experience."
"The wide variety of information and experiences presented, the hands-on approach working in
groups on specific scenarios, the company tour."
"The wonderful hands-on ideas/strategies to use with clients - the comfortable environment, the
ambience, the on-site visit."
"The food, the hand-outs."
"Meeting and learning with women in the literacy field. Networking connecting with the movers
and shakers in the field, Audrey and the EPW staff."

...and most useful
"Manitoba Labour Market Information, NOC resource, Resource material very beneficial."
"The job market information, and the information provided by Terry Lumb on the Employment
and Training Services, Industry visits."
"The resources that we can take away with us, working in groups that changed every activity."
"The handouts - a whole wealth of information."
"The before, during, after interview exercises and the lesson plans, (probably more, but I can't
think right now)"
"The fact that Angela and Sheila were so organized and well informed that everything came off
as planned (even when being flexible and altered the agenda) the company tours (as well)."
"The resources, the tour."
Self Esteem workshop was much appreciated."
"How to - help clients get information on getting employment (everything)."
"The information from Terry Lumb."
"The wonderful resources."
"Going into groups for discussions, then sharing with the larger group and networking."
"The lesson plan activity."
"Again the handouts; the wonderful workable ideas; the great sharing of ideas and materials; the
Manuals."
"What work, presentations, - Regina - especially professionally well done. Information on Future
Directions."
LPM free books - WOW! Thanks! EPW (Angela & Sheila) did an excellent job with well
prepared and very resourceful people."

If I were running things....
" (I'd have a smoking table) hah, hah, just kidding! To be perfectly honest I felt it was
coordinated and managed to the GREAT PROFESSIONALISM! I enjoyed the wide range of
speakers. This worked well for me as I get bored quite easily."
"I would have spend more time in job market information."
"I would like to hear more about what practical techniques already use so we know we're talking
to and not to dwell on part that most already know about."
"I wouldn't change anything."
"I would try to be as organized and efficient as Angela and Sheila, but I would arrange the tables
a little more evenly? The two back tables of people seemed a little removed."
"I would not change anything; although this institute could easily run over 2 - 3 week might
consider approaching RRCC or U of M about running it longer as a credit for Adult Learning
Certificate."
"Would have Regina's presentation being longer. I think I would request that different people
present group work, it seemed that it was always same people volunteering, which was nice of
them however think others may challenge their presentation skills doing some as well - variety."
"I would have arranged for tour of resources/library at the end of the day. It was difficult to
refocus for me paired presentations at the end of the day."
"I would have more than one of there training sessions maybe take the training to rural
communities."
"I'd get Angela to facilitate, Sheila to present"
"I would have the work sessions right after lunch and moving activities 2:30-4:30 pm."
"I think it was really well-run."
"I couldn't have done better."
"I wouldn't change a thing - you had a good mix-of presenters, hands on activities, take and take
aways."
"More focus on Literacy learners."
"I did not know who the speakers were going to be each day. I would like to have known who
they were and where they were from so I could prepare some thoughts."

I didn't like....
"Some speakers were rushed, not open to discussion (time constraints)."
"Nothing, worth mentioning: the positive far outweighs the negatives."
"The cost of parking is inflated in this area."
"Can't think of a thing - except the heat in the hotel and the uncomfortable bed."
"The fact that when I dress warm, I was cold, and vice versa (personal) - I obviously can't think
of anything."
"First interview part felt was fairly basic, would have liked it up a level. Re: more on BDI, real
difficult situation, etc. - certain time parts of "group" did not seem to "respect" others time to
share comments re: cutting in before finished."
"Lack of respect some participants had for others ie) talking while others were presenting; not
acknowledging people who had questions/equally important comments, (perhaps, more), could
have been done to facilitate equal air time."
"The food tended to be high in fat."
"Wednesday morning's presentation on Labour market Info by Gov't of MB employee was not as
informative as I believe it could have been. It seemed as though it had not been prepared."
"The self-esteem workshop wasn't focused enough, that I missed a day."
"John's presentation - hard to hear and did not seem well thought out how to relate to literacy
practitioners."

A problem I had which was solved...
"I place people in the community. I was not to sure of what literacy instructors do. I like the
wave of the future in that instructors with focus on job readiness."
"Resources and ideas to incorporate into my own workshops"
"Speaking in front of people"
"Receiving the motivation and materials to get started on preparing some short courses."
"Drinking too much coffee (nothing important) again."
"I don't feel I can comment on this right now - would like to review ALL the materials first."
"Transporting materials to and from the hotel."
"Finding work based strategies and guidelines."
"Labour market information - By Regina - very interesting and practical."
"This workshop has given me a wealth of information teaching strategies etc. for the
employment class I will probably be teaching in fall."
"Knowing the constraints re volunteerism to take into account in the future."
"How can Deaf people avoid cold calls (via telephone)"

A problem I would like to know more about...
"Funding issues - the need a place where individuals can go and do for themselves once they
have the information on an as need basis ie: building with computers/ Internet. Where people can
do what they need to do to get a job."
"That's okay, I now have the resources to find the answers myself."
"Advice on how to decide what aspects of job prep skills to include in each mini-course and
deciding on length of courses (no of days)"
"Other places that hire low level/skilled workers. Other companies that offer ESL / GED"
"The more difficult interview / resume situation would like to have seen it taken up a level.
LIVIT -Electronic Job Search"
"Filling in gaps in employment"

"A variety of curriculum for different course lengths of stages of learning."
"Funding"
"At this point, all I need is more experience in teaching/faciIitating/working with people who are
involved in a job search."
"The ability to access funding for some of the "new directions" Terry mentioned."
"Working with mis-educated, ex-imprisoned, mentally challenged continue to network and
develop strategies - it doesn't end here."

Finally, I would like to say...
"This is a very uplifting and enjoyable week. Fit well with my life at this time and has given me
the motivation. I needed to go back to work and persevere."
"That this was an excellent workshop with useful and practical information and very well
organized."
"I truly enjoyed sharing and exchanging with a great mix of people. It was very well organized great pat on the back is in order! The organizers were very flexible and open and they know
where to find out what they don't already know."
"Thank you! I now know if I need resources - where to find them, If I need help - the resources
are available."
"I thoroughly enjoyed working with these women and found their energy and enthusiasm
motivating!"
"I would have loved to visit all of the factories - they all sounded interesting. I thoroughly
enjoyed the week. Both Angela and Sheila need to be commended on their hard work and
organization. Very well planned and presented."
"Thanks so much for the invitation and opportunity to take part."
"That this institute has provided me with skills/ideas/motivation to improve our program and that
your organizational abilities; knowledge; have empowered me to do so."
"I wish everyone had this information so we could all have a job. The lunches were great - the
facilitators were very good and very informative."
"We need to have some resources (financial) to get tutors and learners on line at home (distance
delivery)."
"Excellent!"
"I think the week was well-run and informative for the most part speakers presented useful
information. Industry visits were great."
"I'm very excited to have been a part of this workshop. I'm very new in this field and the wealth
of info, networking here has been wonderful. Thank- you for the excellent job you have done in
organizing this workshop!"
"It's been great! The week went by very quickly and I felt my time was well spent. I appreciate
the supports (mileage, parking) and the supportive environment. Lots of It give and take" - good
crossfertilization of ideas."

"Thank you Angela - Job well done!!! It requires a great deal of organization to have great
results."
"Thank you very much for your time, for sharing your resources, your expertise and your drive
for work. Easy to see why EPW is a success."

Monday, June 22, 1998
Agenda
9:00
A.M.

Welcome!
Fatima Soares, Executive Director,
Employment Projects for Women Inc.

9:15

Icebreaker - What are you?

9:25

Guidelines

9:30

Abundance Mentality
Marg Rose, Executive Director
Literacy Partners of Manitoba

10:00

Coffee Break

10:20

What Works!
Audrey Stechynsky,
What Works Coordinator, HRDC, Alberta

NOON

Lunch

1:00
P.M.

What Works (continued)

2:30

Coffee Break

3:00

Self Esteem
Beth Verry, Employment Counsellor,
Employment Projects for Women Inc.

4:30

Wrap Up

"It is the challenges of a profession which
give rise to the artists and creators who play in
its field. "-Jean Paul Sartre, French
Philosopher

WORKSHOP
GUIDELINES
Our clients benefit most from the group experience
when they bear in mind the following - we encourage
you to:
Share what is comfortable and safe for you.
You are entitled not to share. Use the word
"pass" when choosing not to share.
Maintain a non-judgemental perspective
when listening to others and recognize that
everyone is in a different place along her
career journey. Being respectful of
differences of opinion encourages the
consideration of other possibilities.
Maintain confidentiality and keep what is
shared in the group within the bounds of the
group only.
Be positive. Negativity is counter-productive to
the group's goals.
Respect yourself and others. Each person has
a right to equal time.
Let the facilitator know if you are unable to
attend a session.
Our priority is that you experience Employment
Projects for Women as a safe place to share and be
yourself.

Positive Thinking about
Employment Preparation
Presented by Marg Rose

This IS a test. Please take your best guess
and fill in the missing information from the
choices listed at the end.
We face many harsh realities in trying to prepare adult literacy learners for successful
entry into today's job market. Fortunately, Manitoba is
experiencing record growth . There ARE jobs out there. Let's see proof, as cited by the
Manitoba Bureau of Statistics, the Labour Market Review (May 1998) and Premier
Filmon's speech to the Manitoba Chamber of Commerce recently.
1. Manitoba's growth in full-time jobs last year was ____%, the strongest among the
provinces and territories.
2. The ____________ sector drove this record growth.
3. Cash _________ receipts reached a record level of $1.7 billion.
4. Manitoba's ______________________ shipments grew at a double digit rate for
the third time in four years. The 11.5% increase in these shipments exceeded the
national gain of ________%, and raised the value to $10 billion in our economy.
5. A 6.9% increase gave Manitoba its largest rise in __________ sales in 12 years, to
a value of $83 billion.
6. Total investment dollars grew by _____________________________________%.
7. While the national gin in manufacturing investment grew by 4.9%, the Manitoba
rate jumped a startling ________%
8. Manitoba's foreign __________ grew by 13.6%.
9. Manitoba exports to the U.S. increased by _______ %, which was twice the rate
for Canada.
10. On a per capita basis, the _____________ economy is expanding faster than
Winnipeg's.
11. There were 16,800 jobs created last year, the largest increase in ______ years.
12. 12. _________________________ is now at its lowest level since 1981 in
Manitoba. The Canadian seasonally adjusted rate for May was 8.4%, while
Manitoba posted a rate of 5.3%.
13. Growth industries for the new millennium in Manitoba include: manufacturing,
construction, equipment, and aerospace, information technology and
______________________.
14. 130 construction jobs will be created between Moosomin, Saskatchewan and
Rapid City to install a new ____________________ ______________________
____________________.

15. Travellers departing from the Winnipeg Airport will pay a $ _____/head ticket tax
to help pay for new elevators, baggage facilities, and new decor. Land around the
airport is also being sold for development.
16. The North West Company is refocusing its efforts on its northern
_________________ market.
17. Office Depot, which opens an average of 80 to 100 new stores in North America
each ______ will open its third outlet in Winnipeg at 1375 McPhillips Street and
needs 40 staff this fall.
18. The Delta Hotel has been sold to a Vancouver trust company, but all former
employees will be retained. A $7 million ______________________ is planned as
well.
19. As a means of screening for permanent positions, many companies are contracting
with __temporary___ help agencies now. A new U.S. chain opened in Manitoba
recently, called Labour Ready, to assist the industrial sector.
20. The number of apprentice positions will increase from 3,000 to _______________
within 3 years after an injection of $3 million from the provincial government.
There are 41 designated trades eligible for apprenticeship routes to certification.
21. Workers who speak ___________________ will be in demand for the Pan-Am
Games and for increased activity within the Mid-Continental Trade Corridor
Partnership with Canada, US. and Mexico.
22. The Assiniboine Park _______________ will house a 200 seat restaurant and new
gallery by September, creating new food service and customer service jobs.
23. A 40 member elite group of Chief Executive Officers has formed under the name
of the Business Council of Manitoba to express a business view on government
initiatives. The first meeting's agenda included discussions on aboriginal
________________________ _____________and filling skill shortages.
24. Jostens Canada now needs full time workers and screens by having applicant fill
out an __________________ form.
25. New Generation ___________________ are growing in Manitoba as a way to
processing agricultural products into consumer-ready goods. The result is a second
tier of revenue for the producer and a market for investors and rural economic
spin-offs.
The government has just introduced amendment to accommodate the creation of
these new styles of organization.

Answer Bank Choices

Fill in the facts and figures to make the above wonderful news make sense.

18

26.4

3.5

19

6,000

6.9

5

Temporary (eg.)

rural

Spanish

application

private

manufacturing
aboriginal

Pavilion
tourism

crop

unemployment transportation upgrade

14.8

exports
Co-operatives

retail

year

employment equity

natural gas pipeline
Please call Marg Rose, literacy Partners of Manitoba 947-5757, for answer locations if you are not
sure!

Presented by Audrey Stechynsk

Group Exercise:
Identify the characteristics, barriers and strategies for each group.

Aboriginal Peoples / First Nations
Barriers
stereotyping (preconceived notions)
self- esteem / abuse issues
issues from past history
social issues
"intersections"
rural / reserve urban transition
access to educational / training opportunities
Strategies
career research through interviews (5 choices)
cultural awareness (sharing circles, sweats, smudges, ceremonies, intergenerational activities)
ownership in community
encourage role modeling (guest speakers, mentoring)
build on talents (arts, literary contests, hobbies)
know the past, but look to the future
assist in setting small attainable goals (remember they're not set in stone)
individual responsibilities (make coffee, photocopying)
during intake make client as comfortable as possible (don't be alarmed at anything
you hear; keep it informal)
inform client of the situation they're entering (size, make up of group, what is
being offered)
foster group cohesion (group puzzle, peer tutoring, sharing, icebreakers)

Women
Characteristics
6.5 million women in Canadian workforce
73% are employed (primarily in clerical/service positions; 5/100 managerial
positions)
pay inequity: men $1.00 = women $0.72
without women in the workforce the number of families living below the poverty
line would more than double (61 %)
7/10 women are employed full time
Women are a diverse group: 1/34 are aboriginal; 1/16 belong to a visible minority;
1/7 has a disability; 1/6 is an immigrant
women's career paths, priorities, needs and life roles are different from men
we need to think about the societal expectations and life experiences of women
Barriers
social: seen as incapable; sexual harassment, lack of respect for women
environmental: lack of financial support or day care
systemic: lack of flexibility in hours, employer support, pay equity, room for
advancement
personal: lack of education, experience, information, difficulties balancing roles
attitudinal: marriage and motherhood seen as a liability; illness and turnover

SAR / Working Poor
Characteristics
poor self esteem
financial pressure and deprivation
isolation and lack of social support
low motivation
limited opportunities - rural areas
poor job history
lack of accommodation at work sites

Barriers
poorly informed clients / staff
day care subsidies
availability of child care
transportation / car pool
financial barriers - clothing, bus
pass, safety clothing
education - hard time to upgrade
"caste" system - stigmatized
feeling of powerlessness

Strategies
educating employers
education SA system
education of government
assessments for those with L D so
they can be accommodated - funding
to cover costs
self management: time, stress,
communication, attitude
self esteem

single parent family
under educated / under skilled
resourceful
have beliefs and values
have feelings and emotions
usually willing to work

working poor are not eligible for
funding to upgrade skills / self
SA would make it difficult to
remove yourself from the system,
i.e. dollar for dollar deducted while
costs increase

job search skills
goal setting
advocacy
building a portfolio (assists in
keeping important papers of past
together to sell self)
teach a budget / have a plan
information searches
learn to get your licence
literacy

Immigrants
Characteristics
Differences between refugees and immigrants
refugees
did not choose
limited support system
displacement
may not be as prepared

Barriers
language
cultural
difference in job skills
no skill recognition due to
professional standards
financial barriers - lack of security,
lack of emotional support services
climate
social stereotypes

immigrants
chose place of residence
some support, i.e. spouse, family
freedom, i.e. to return to homeland
may be more prepared, i.e. English,
job skills

loss of identity
lack of Canadian work experience
gender inequalities
lack of job search / retention skills
biased testing
lack of self esteem / confidence

Strategies
cross cultural awareness training
approach people as individuals
knowledgeable of resources for immigrants
use of interpretative services
communicate in ways other than verbal/written
educating general population i.e. workplace re: immigrants
introducing immigrants to our society i.e. norms
"Tell me what it's like in your country." / compare
assist clients in pursuing accreditation / recognition of skills
establish support systems i.e. cultural societies / groups
be realistic
knowledge of labour standards / practices to avoid being taking advantage of

Handout #1
Examining Belief Systems
Take a moment to examine what you believe about career development. Which of the
statements below fit for you.
_____ I can never make enough money doing what I really enjoy.
_____ If I love my work and put a lot of energy into it, the rest of my life will suffer.
_____ What you encounter by chance is as important as planned events.
_____ Everyone has a career.
_____ People who develops a long-term career plan and stick to it will do better than
those who don't.
It is and will be vital for individuals to be able to communicate, manage
_____ information, and demonstrate flexibility.
_____ Beliefs and values influence your career path the most.
_____ Attending post secondary education is the best way to develop new job skills.
_____ Even if you don't really like your work, if it pays well, keep it. The economy is
bad.
_____ Anyone is capable of succeeding in non-traditional work situations.1

1

The belief list has been adapted from: Miller-Tiedeman, Anna. Life career: How it Can Benefit
You (2nd Ed.) Vista, California: Lifecareer Foundation, 1992, p. 33. and Gershon, David & Gail
Straub. Empowerment: The Art of Creating YOur Life as You Want It. New York: Dell Publishing,
1989, p. 177.

GENERAL SITES
American Counseling Association publishes a number of journals including The Career
Development Quarterly (CDQ), Journal of Counseling and Development (JCD), Journal
of Employment Counseling (JEC). Link to the ERIC database, subscribe here, or read
abstracts online. http://www.counseling.org/
American Technical Education Association is an international organization dedicated to
excellence in the quality of postsecondary technical education, with emphasis on
professional development. http://kitten.ndscs.nodak.edu/atea/
Archeus focuses mainly on resumes and cover letters, but you have to like the book
reviews! http://www.garywill.com/worksearch/
Association of Career Centres in Educational Settings (ACCES) is an active network of
professionals committed to promoting the concepts and programs of career education. It
represents over 40 career centres in Ontario as well as individual career educators
working in school or community settings. http://powernetdesign.com/acces/
BC WorkInfoNet' s mission is to make useful on-line labour market and career
information accessible to all. Lots of resources for the career practitioner including a list
of certificate and post-graduate courses in our field. http://www.workinfonet.bc.ca
Bridges, a private career development company, produces CareerExplorer, which
provides students and clients with the information and tools they need to make good
career decisions. Also offer on-line training for career practitioners. You can explore this
site for a month for free. http://www.workinfonet.ca
Canada WorklnfoNet is a searchable directory on the Internet. This site provides lins to
hundredsof others which offer services and information about career planning, job
searching, labour market information, education, literacy, training, and other community
services. http://www.workinfonet.ca
The Canadian Association of Career Educators and Employers (CACEE) is a partnership
between college and university career centres and employer recruiters, which focuses on
school to work transitions. http://www.cacee.com/
Canadian Associations On-Line contains detailed information on more that 20,000
Canadian organizations: a good source of occupational and labour market info.
http://www.canadainfo.com/associations.html

Canadian Business Services Centres provides Canadian business people with a wide
range of information on government services, programs and regulations. It offers
comprehensive information for small businesses or business start-up.
http://www.cbsc.org/
Canadian Career Development Foundation formerly known as The Canadian Guidance
and Counselling Foundation, advances the understanding and practice of career
development. Check out their training resources, and current initiative link. http://ccdf.ca/
Canadian Career Information Association listserv address.
http://www.novatech.on.ca/ccia/
Canadian Guidance and Counselling Association publishes the Canadian Journal of
Counselling. Articles are published that are of interest to counsellor educators as well as
to practitioners working in schools, community agencies, university and college and
counselling centres. Review past journal articles or submit one for publication!
http://www.ccsp.sfu.ca/cali/cjcoun-rcc/index.html
The Canadian Labour Fource Development Board (CLFDB) is made up of partners from
business, labour, education and training, and the equity groups, working together to
develop a highly skilled Canadian workforce that contributes to the well-being of
Canadians and a productive and prosperous economy. Their publications are available online as well as a summary of their initiatives. http://www.clfdb.ca/
Canadian Vocational Association fosters and promotes vocational and associated fields of
education in Canada. They offer workshops, a newsletter, and on-line discussion groups.
http://www.cva.ca
The Career NFOsource - lots of links to other sites - mostly American though. However,
you must check out the "Parables" designed to stimulate thought related to career
development issues.http://fccjmail.fccj.org/~gharr/
Career Research and Testing - Richard Knowdell promotes his Career Planning and
Adult Development Network newsletter, catalogue and overs some links of interest to
career practitioners. http://www.careertrainer.com/
The Career Resource Center is the Internet's most complete and extensive index of career
related websites. Here you will find over 7,500 links to sites of interest.
http://www.careers.org/index.html
Career Star System is a new career planning system focusing mainly on inner values to
resolve career conflict. http://careerstar.com/index.html

The Career Shop is Alberta Advanced Education and Career Development's resource
catalogue for career practitioners. They are one of Canada's leading producers of quality
career development material. http://www.alis.gov.ab.ca/careershop/
Charity Village is Canada's supersite for the nonprofit sector - 1,200 pages of news, jobs,
information and resources for executives, staffers, donors, and volunteers.
http://www.charityvillage.com/charityvillage/main.html
The Counselling Web offers links to American Counselling resources, counsellor
education programs, journals, and web resources for clients.
http://seamonkey.ed.asu.edu/~gail/index.htm
ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career and Vocational Education (ERIC/ACVE) is one of
16 clearinghouses in the ERIC system. ERIC/ACVE provides comprehensive
information, publications, and services in adult and continuing education, all aspects of
career education and vocational and technical education including work force preparation.
http://www.ericacve.org/
Franklin Quest and the Covey Leadership Centre have merged, bringing together their
common philosophies of improving individual and organizational effectiveness through
the power of principles. They offer products and resources to improve your time
management skills and develop your leadership abilities. http://covey.com
The Globe and Mail's Canada Careers link is mainly an HR site, but has some interesting
articles and information re: work issues in Canada. http://careers.theglobeandmail.com/
Guidance Centre is now a separate operating unit of the University of Toronto and
provides a host of resources for every career/life planning transition as you will see in this
on-line catalogue. http://www.utoronto.ca/guidance
Human Resources Development Canada's Free Interactive Training Inventory Service for
Ontario. If you are a training provider in Ontario, register on-line. http://ele-spe.hrdcdrhc.gc.ca/ele-html/provResE.html
Human Resources Development Canada's national site - a good place to start with career
planning resource, activities of interests and a calendar of upcoming events.
http://www.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/common/home.shtml
Human Resources Development Canada's Sectoral Partnerships Initiatives Occupational and Career Development Division resides here if you are looking for
resources. http://www.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/hrdc/spi/whatsnew/index.html

Industry Canada's Strategies, is Canada's primary business information site and labour
market information abounds! http://strategis.ic.gc.ca
iVillage folks publish this free research tool and on-line magazine for the post-graduate
called About Work. They tackle all the school to work issues and provide a searchable
career data base, selfassessment exercises and a shareware library.
http://www.aboutwork.com/
JIST Works offers a wide array of career planning and job search materials - especially
videos that you can't find anywhere else! This is their on-line catalogue. www.jist.com
JobSmart Salary Surveys links to over 150 salary surveys.
http://jobsmart.org/tools/salary/
Jobwebs publishes career course syllabi from a number of American colleges and
universities. http://www.jobweb.org/catapult/course/content.htm
The Labour Market and Career Information Association of BC publishes "Changing
Times" - a new labour market information Webzine for the Career Practitioner - hot off
the press (Feb 98), topical and humorous. http://changingtimes.com/
The National Career Development Association (NCDA) is a division of the American
Counseling Association (ACA). Their mission is to promote the career development of all
people over the life span. To achieve this mission, NCDA provides service to the public
and professionals involved with or interested in career development. Check out their
resources for practitioners. http://ncda.org
National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) is an American
network of federal agencies and State Occupational Information Coordinating
Committees (called SOICCs). Together they promote the development of information and
skills needed to make sound decisions about education and work. Visit the Proshop for
tools and resources and their links to other career related national organizations.
http://www.noicc.gov/
The Ohio Work Keys Service Center System is a unique workforce resource developed
and administered by the Ohio Department of Education, Division of Vocational and Adult
Education. The System helps employers assess and expand the skills of workers and
prospective workers. http://www.ohioworkkeys.com/system/assessment.html
Psychometrics Canada has been one of Canada's leading publishers of tests and
assessment services for business, education and government. Psychometrics Canada has
four main areas of activity: test distribution, test publishing, professional training in the
use of tests, and consultation on test development. http://www.psychometrics.com

The Riley Guide is one of the net's oldest and most respected career/employment resource
sites with literally thousands of related links. http://www.dbm.com/jobguide/
Schoolnet's resources and methods for teachers and counsellors - resources produced
under the CAMCRY initiative, the Stay-in-School Initiative of Human Resources
Development Canada the Canada Career Information Partnership.
http://www.schoolnet.ca
School Finder Ltd. publishes this very comprehensive site that lists every post secondary
in Canada, profiles the institution, provides web site addresses, bursary and scholarship
info, electronic application services and much more. http://www.schoolfinder.com
Statistics Canada is the country's national statistical agency and gathers demographic,
social, socioeconomic, and economic information. They offer a wide variety of products
and services if you are doing research. http://www.statcan.ca/start.html
University of Manitoba's career centre has a myriad of interesting articles on hot career
topics - not just for students! http://www.umanitoba.ca/student/counselling.crc.html
University of Waterloo's Career Services career manual guides the user through the five
step career planning process. Non-profit and educational users can download the manual
for no charge! http://www.adm.uwaterloo.ca/infocecs/CRC/manual-home.html
WorkLife, Ltd. specialized in the design, development and installation of intranet
solutions for career management. They are a private company that provide very
comprehensive and progressive career development services to companies or
organizations. http://www.worklife.com

Presented by Beth Verry

What Does Low Self Esteem Look
Like?

What Does High Self Esteem Look
Like?

slouched posture
little eye contact
nail biting
look shy
personalizes life's challenges
negative outlook
putting others down / criticizing
uses visible barriers (hair, etc.)
uncomfortable accepting
compliments
do not speak up
inappropriate behavior and dress
avoid "risky" situations
withdrawn

erect posture
direct eye contact
talks about future positively
more sociable
takes risks
flexible (easy to absorb change)
optimistic
curious
expresses opinions
ability to learn from life's
challenges
accepts / listens to constructive
criticism
absence of visible barriers

Language and Self Esteem
It is important to recognize the chatterbox in our selves and replace negative commentary
with positive affirmations.
Language Pitfalls for Self Esteem:
should

have to

hope to

can't

"I can't" leaves us powerless with no choices. Empowering alternatives are:
I won't
I don't want to
I choose not to

Positive affirmations to bolster self esteem:
I'm doing the best I can with what I have and what I know Right Now!
I have control over what I say, what I think and what I do.
Sage Advice:
Think of "mistakes" as learning experiences
If I had

High self esteem

Low self esteem

How would I carry myself?

How would I dress?

How would I talk?

With whom would I spend
time?

Whom would I avoid?

CHALLENGING OUR "MISTAKEN CERTAINTIES"
(Things our chatterbox often tells us)
Negative thoughts

I must be perfect
I need the approval of everyone

what we can say instead

The world should be different than it is
overgeneralisation:
I'm always late
I'll never win
I can't do it
If something bad can possibly happen, it
will.
Other people make me: Sad, mad, happy,
etc.
I am helpless - at the mercy of forces
beyond my control

Listening (Anon.)
When I ask you to listen to me
and you give me advice...
You are not listening
When I ask you to listen to me
and you tell me why I should not feel this way...
You are negating my feelings
When I ask you to listen to me
and you tell me how I should solve my problems,
as strange as it may seem... you fail me
Listen... all I'm asking is that you listen.
Not justify my feelings for me
Not solve my problems for me
For I am not helpless; I can do for myself I maybe sad, discouraged, and faltering,
but I am not helpless!
When something is done for me that I can
and need to do for myself,
it contributes to my fears and my weaknesses
However, when the fact that I do feel what I feel
is accepted as such - even if it's irrational I can then quit trying to convince you that my feelings are real
and get down to the business of understanding what's behind them
And when that is clear, answers are obvious
and I can make sense of them and work through them
Irrational feelings are only irrational until
there is understanding about what is behind them
Perhaps that is why prayer works,
sometimes... for some people...
Because God is mute and does not give advice
nor try to fix things... just listens
and lets you work it out for yourself
So... please, listen and just hear me
And if you want to talk,
wait a minute for your turn
and I will listen to you.

Henry Ford

- Aneita Kogan

Tuesday, June 23, 1998
Agenda
9:00
A.M.

Check In - Describe Yourself

9:30

Skills: The Root of it All!

10:30

Coffee Break

10:50

Skills: The Root of it All! Case Studies

NOON

Lunch

1:00
P.M.

Resumes

2:30

Coffee Break

3:00

Group Presentations of Resumes

4:30

Wrap Up

"Everything can be taken from (us) but one
thing: to choose one's ATTITUDE in any
given set of circumstances, to choose one's
way."
-Victor Frankel, Author and Holocaust
Survivor

Women's Employment Counselling Service
Resume Writing Workshop
TRANSFERRABLE SKILLS OF THE FAMILY MANAGER
There are a number of skills and abilities that are developed while
performing unpaid work in the home. use in a paid position if or
when a "family manager' wishes to reenter the paid workforce.
The duties and abilities below can be added to the profile or one of
the skill areas on a functional resume.

PROFILE:
Worked independently - with no supervision
Demonstrated ability to learn quickly - achieved success with no formal training
Self-motivated - take initiative to perform tasks and carry them through to
completion
COMMUNICATION:
Maintain composure in stressful situations
Effectively negotiated to settle conflicts
Provided support and guidance to enhance the productivity of co-workers
Consulted with medical, financial and educational professionals
Tutored school-age children in English and Math

ORGANIZATION:
Successfully handled multiple tasks simultaneously
Planned, initiated and supervised tasks and activities
Motivated others to complete projects as a team
Saved time and money by streamlining operations and cutting waste at every
opportunity
Demonstrated effective time management techniques, and ability to work
efficiently to meet deadlines
Managed a busy schedule; coordinated meetings, travel, transportation,
accommodations and meals for a multi-party group
Maintained inventory and purchased supplies
Managed finances within established budgetary guidelines
Planned and prepared nutritious meals
Coordinated special events for groups of 10 to 20 people
Performed home maintenance and repairs
SOURCES:
Count Your Unpaid Work: Census 1996 (brochure), Canadian Alliance for Home
Managers
Career Planning & Adult Development Network Newsletter, Vol. 17 #9, Sept.
1995

TECHNICAL SKILLS:
Technical Skills consist of any activity which involves mechanical and repair work.
Workers in this field use hand tools and measuring tools to complete their tasks. People
who do this kind of work should enjoy figuring out why something isn't working and
fixing it. examples: auto mechanic, tv and radio technician, machinist, assembler.
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
ASSEMBLE

ex. Bob's job was to assemble all the mufflers.

ex.
ex.
BUILD

ex. I built a bookcase out of wood.

ex.
ex.
COMPUTE

ex. My job was to compute the inventory of shoes.

ex.
ex.
DEVISE

ex. Mary was to devise a maintenance plan for office
equipment.

ex.
ex.
FABRICATE

ex. Bill had to fabricate the pattern to insure a proper
fit.

ex.
ex.
OPERATE
ex.
ex.

ex. Max had to operate the movie projector.

PROGRAM

ex. Nancy had to program the computer to accept her
information.

ex.
ex.
REPAIR

ex. Andrew was to repair the chair.

ex.
ex.
TRAIN

ex. Bill had to train Susan to use the photocopier.

ex.
ex.
UPGRADE

ex. Judy changed her office equipment to upgrade to current
models.

ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL SKILLS you may have, and provide statements saying
how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

CREATIVE SKILLS:
Creative Skills consist of coming up with fresh ideas and being able to express them.
Workers in this field must have talent as well as interest and enjoy working on their own.
People who do this kind of work gain satisfaction from designing, inventing, writing and
being theatrical. examples: commercial artist, display worker, musician
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
ACT

ex. Bill was to act as a lead in the school play.

ex.
ex.
CREATE

ex. Mary had to create all the decorations for the party.

ex.
ex.
DEVELOP

ex. Carol was to develop the new computer program to organize
inventory.

ex.
ex.
FASHION

ex. Peter fashioned costumes for the Easter play.

ex.
ex.
FOUND

ex. Mary founded the shelter for abused women.

ex.
ex.
ILLUSTRATE
ex.
ex.

ex. Susan illustrated her ideas on the flipchart.

INTRODUCE ex. Terry introduced her idea for the improved shipping program.
ex.
ex.
INVENT

ex. Paul invented a tool that made his work much easier to
complete.

ex.
ex.
PLAN

ex. Todd planned all the activities for the staff party.

ex.
ex.
DESIGN

ex. Tracy designed a new company logo.

ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL CREATIVE SKILLS you may have, and provide statements saying
how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

FINANCIAL SKILLS:
Financial Skills involve dealing with money matters, product sales and accounting
functions. Workers in this field can use calculators, cash registers and computers to
complete their tasks. People who do this kind of work enjoy working with numbers and
balancing accounts to a successful conclusion.
examples: sales clerk, accountant, purchaser, bookkeeper
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
ALLOCATE

ex. Greg allocated $200.00 from the budget towards equipment
purchase.

ex.
ex.
APPRAISE

ex. The jeweler appraised her ring at $800.00.

ex.
ex.
BALANCE

ex. Mary balanced her cheque book.

ex.
ex.
CALCULATE

ex. The shop foreman calculated the cost of the necessary
parts.

ex.
ex.
FORECAST
ex.
ex.

ex. Paula's forecasted the inventory needed to meet market
demand.

MANAGE

ex. The accountant managed all the business finances.

ex.
ex.
SELL

ex. The hockey club raised funds by selling Grey Cup tickets.

ex.
ex.
PLAN

ex. The sales staff planned to spend $10,000.00 on
promotions.

ex.
ex.
PROJECT

ex. Pat projected her ticket sales to be 10 booklets

ex.
ex.
RESEARCH

ex. Mary researched the account to find the error.

ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL SKILLS you may have, and provide statements saying
how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

CLERICAL/DETAIL SKILLS:
Clerical / detail skills include office-related duties. Workers in this field are familiar with
typing, answering telephones, and taking messages. People working in this field should
enjoy working with the public and possess good organizational skills. examples: office
clerk, quality control inspector, typist, secretary, receptionist
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
APPROVE

ex. The bank manager approved new car loans.

ex.
ex.
CATALOGUE

ex. Joey was to catalogue the new products for the sales staff.

ex.
ex.
COLLECT

ex. Bob was to collect the money owed to the club.

ex.
ex.
MONITOR

ex. Joan monitored the switchboard during the lunch hour.

ex.
ex.
INSPECT

ex. Scott was to inspect each new account for information
errors.

ex.
ex.
OPERATE
ex.
ex.

ex. Joan already knew how to operate the new photocopier.

ORGANIZE

ex. Mary was to organize all the files in alphabetical order.

ex.
ex.
PREPARE

ex. Bob prepared all the invoices for mailing.

ex.
ex.
PURCHASE

ex. The store clerk purchased all new office supplies.

ex.
ex.
RECORD

ex. The plant clerk recorded overtime hours for the week.

ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL CLERICAL/DETAIL SKILLS you may have, and provide statements
saying how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

HELPING SKILLS:
Helping Skills are used when one provides support, information or direction. People who
are involved in this type of work should be pleasant and enjoy working with people.
examples: counsellor, customer service clerk, hostess, day care worker
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
ASSIST

ex. The foreman assisted the worker lifting the heavy box.

ex.
ex.
CLARIFY

ex. Paul was to clarify how the volunteers were to collect the pop
cans.

ex.
ex.
EDUCATE

ex. The Sunday school teacher educated the children about the
bible.

ex.
ex.
DEMONSTRATE

ex. The foreman demonstrated the technique for lifting
heavy boxes.

ex.
ex.
REPRESENT ex. The union member represented the worker in this grievance
hearing.
ex.
ex.

REHABILITATE

ex. The injured worker was rehabilitated with the help of her
therapist.

ex.
ex.
MOTIVATE

ex. Julie motivated the team to get out there and win.

ex.
ex.
GUIDE

ex. My duty was to guide the tour to the meeting room.

ex.
ex.
REFER

ex. Linda referred all inquiries to Jane while Sue was on
holidays.

ex.
ex.
FAMILIARIZE ex. Cory helped familiarize the sales staff with the new product.
ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL HELPING SKILLS you may have, and provide statements saying
how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

TEACHING SKILLS:
These types of skills involve training and educating people. A person employed in this
field must enjoy helping others to learn new information/methods. Teaching skills can be
found at home, school and in the workplace. examples: school teacher, instructor,
supervisor, coach
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
CLARIFY

ex. The teacher clarified the instructions on how to complete
the lesson.

ex.
ex.
COMMUNICATE

ex. The coach communicated the game plan to the team.

ex.
ex.
DEVELOP

ex. The instructor developed a lesson plan for the day's
activities.

ex.
ex.
ENCOURAGE

ex. The manager encouraged her staff to take additional
training.

ex.
ex.
EXPLAIN

ex. The worker explained how his job was to be done.

ex.
ex.
INFORM
ex.
ex.

ex. Bill informed Nancy that the shipment would be in on time.

INITIATE

ex. The teacher initiated the classroom discussion.

ex.
ex.
INSTRUCT

ex. John instructed the new employee in company policies.

ex.
ex.
CONVINCE

ex. Joanne convinced the seniors group to enter the contest.

ex.
ex.
GUIDE

ex. The camp leader guided the children through the forest
trail.

ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL TEACHING SKILLS you may have, and provide statements saying
how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

MATERIAL HANDLING SKILLS:
Material Handling Skills are used to build, transport and deliver a product. Workers in
this field are familiar with the operation of tools, equipment, and/or machinery to
complete a task. examples: forklift operator, shipper/receiver, delivery driver, assembly
line worker
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
OPERATE
(tools)

ex. Sue learned how to operate the power drill.

ex.
ex.
OPERATE
(machinery)

ex. The foreman demonstrated the use of the jackhammer.

ex.
ex.
OPERATE
(vehicles)

ex. I operated a forklift to assist in loading the truck.

ex.
ex.
DELIVER

ex. Frank delivered the parts order to the garage.

ex.
ex.
PACK
ex.
ex.

ex. Jane packed the computer components into boxes.

DISTRIBUTE

ex. Frank distributed the newspapers to homes in the
community.

ex.
ex.
INSTALL

ex. The maintenance worker installed a new light fixture.

ex.
ex.
BUILD

ex. Carol built a beautiful cabinet for her kitchen.

ex.
ex.
SHIP

ex. Mary ensured the product was shipped to the customer.

ex.
ex.
RECEIVE

ex. Frank received the boxes off the truck and stored them in
the warehouse.

ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL MATERIAL HANDLING SKILLS you may have, and provide
statements saying how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS:
The exchange of information or messages between individuals by writing, speaking or
using hand signals.
examples: teacher, reporter, demonstrator, telemarketer, sales clerk, writer
Read through the following action verbs that relate to particular skills and note the
examples of how that skill may be demonstrated. If you have performed any of these
actions/skills, write down your own statements that say how you demonstrated that skill.
READ

ex. My classroom assignment was to read chapter three.

ex.
ex.
WRITE

ex. Each student had to write a report about the book they
read.

ex.
ex.
SPEAK

ex. Part of my job is to speak to tour groups and visitors.

ex.
ex.
LISTEN

ex. I make a real effort to listen to my supervisor's instructions.

ex.
ex.
PROMOTE

ex. I promote the jewellery my shop sells by wearing it in
public.

ex.
ex.
ADDRESS
ex.
ex.

ex. The manager addressed his staff at the weekly meeting.

DEVELOP

ex. The supervisor developed a staff training manual.

ex.
ex.
NEGOTIATE

ex. Brian negotiated a salary increase.

ex.
ex.
PUBLICIZE

ex. The store publicized the shoe sale.

ex.
ex.
TRANSLATE

ex. Anya translated the letter for her mother.

ex.
ex.
List ADDITIONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS you may have, and provide statements
saying how you demonstrated those skills.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.
Skill: _________________________________________
ex.
ex.

LIST OF POSSIBLE
ACHIEVEMENTS
Employers are interested in the benefits you have
brought to other organizations, in the hopes that you
would bring similar gains to their company. For this
reason, it is an excellent idea to clearly outline the
accomplishments you have had in previous positions
on your resume.
Review the following list of questions and ask
yourself, "In my previous paid or unpaid positions,
have I -". If you can say "yes" to any of these
questions, you have an achievement so include the
details of the situation in your resume and/or cover
letter.
saved or made money for the organization?
increased the customer base?
made the company or employer look good?
improved the way things were being done?
expanded the business?
identified and solved problems?
used old things in a new way?
saved time / improved efficiency?
trained or supervised others?
received awards or special recognition?
instituted new procedures?
increased sales?
had my ideas used by the company?
performed duties outside job description?
received promotions or been chosen for special
training?
increased production?
installed new systems?
increased accuracy?

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
What did you accomplish there that nobody
expected or asked of you? What distinguished
you as a creative, resourceful or dedicated
person?
What did you do on that job that you feel most
proud of?
How did you perform that job in a unique way?
What set you apart from others in the same
job?
What will your former co-workers and
employers remember about you? What will
they miss?
SOURCES:
The Transition Team's: Professional Guide to Career / Life
Planning
Denise Bissonefte's: Beyond Traditions/ Job Development
Yana Parkers: Resume Pro

GATHERING YOUR INFORMATION:
1. CONTACT INFORMATION:
Full Name:
Address:
City:
Province:
Postal Code:
Email Address:
Telephone #:
Message #:
2. PAID WORK HISTORY:
Begin with your Current or Most Recent position, and work your way backwards.
Position:
Company Name:
Address:
Contact Person:
Phone #:
Dates:

From:

Work Duties:

(List your responsibilities and the skills you used.)

Accomplishments:

(Actions you took to improve the organization)

To:

Position:
Company Name:
Address:
Contact Person:
Phone #:
Dates:

From:

Work Duties:

(List your responsibilities and the skills you used.)

Accomplishments:

(Actions you took to improve the organization)

To:

Position:
Company Name:
Address:
Contact Person:
Phone #:
Dates:

From:

Work Duties:

(List your responsibilities and the skills you used.)

Accomplishments:

(Actions you took to improve the organization)

To:

3. VOLUNTEER WORK / COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
Position:
Name of Organization:
Dates:

From:

Work Duties:

(List your responsibilities and the skills you used.)

Accomplishments:

(Actions you took to improve the organization)

To:

Position:
Name of Organization:
Dates:

From:

Work Duties:

(List your responsibilities and the skills you used.)

To:

Accomplishments:

(Actions you took to improve the organization)

4. EDUCATION AND TRAINING:
Degree/Diploma/Certificate:
Name of School:
Dates Attained:

From:

To:

From:

To:

Course Descriptions:

Degree/Diploma/Certificate:
Name of School:
Dates Attained:
Course Descriptions:

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: (workshops/seminars)
Name of Course:

Name of School/Organization: Date Attained:

5. LIFE EXPERIENCE: (interests, activities, travel, family management, etc)

BASIC SKILLS INVENTORY:

(Based on materials provided by the Manitoba Worker's Compensation Board,
Employment Services Department - 1994.)
All jobs involve work in three general categories - INFORMATION, PEOPLE and
THINGS. Most jobs, however, emphasize one over the other two. For example, the
researcher works primarily with information, the nurse with people, and the mechanic
with things. We all have strengths and weaknesses in relation to working with
information, people and things, and we also have preferences in working in these areas.
This activity will help you look at your strengths, weaknesses, like and dislikes in these
three broad divisions.
PART A - INFORMATION:
1.

Circle any of the words from the list below which represent the kinds of information that
you have had experience with:

2.

Circle any of the SKILLS listed below that you have used in working with INFORMATION.
Then put a star (*) next to those you enjoyed using and would like to use again.

PART B - WORKING WITH PEOPLE:
1.

Describe the kinds of people you have had some experience working with in your work
and personal life. Put a star (*) next to the kinds of people you would like to work with
again in your next position.

People of a certain AGE GROUP. If so, what ages?
(e.g. infants, teenagers, the elderly, etc)

People of certain SOCIAL GROUP. If so, what kind?
(e.g. parents, neighours, community organizations, etc.)

People of a certain PROFESSION or OCCUPATION. If so, what kind?
(e.g. counsellors, accountants, teachers, etc.)

People NEEDING ASSISTANCE. If so, what kind?
(e.g. abused children, the homeless, persons with disabilities, etc.)

People of a certain CULTURAL BACKGROUND. If so, which ones? (e.g. Asians, Hispanics,
Aboriginals, etc.)

People of a certain ECONOMIC BACKGROUND. If so, what kind? (e.g. rich, poor, social
assistance recipients, unemployed, etc.)

People of a certain RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND. If so, what kind? (e.g. Christian, Buddhist,
Jewish, etc.)

People of a certain EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND. If so, what kind? (e.g. primary school
students, high school students, university students, etc.)

OTHER FACTORS:

2.

Circle any of the SKILLS listed below that you have used with PEOPLE in the past. Put a star
(*) next to those skills that you enjoyed using and would like to use again in your work.

PART C - WORKING WITH THINGS:
1.

Circle the words from the list below which represent the kinds of things you have had
experience working with in some way. Put a star (*) next to the kind of things you would
like to work with in the future.

Other Specific Products:

Other Specific Tools & Equipment:

Other Specific Machines:

2.

Circle any of the SKILLS listed below that you have used working with THINGS. Put a star
(*) next to those skills you would like to use in future work.

PART D - PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Look back at your responses in Parts A, B and C to answer the following questions.
In order of preference, what SKILLS do you most want to use with:
INFORMATION:

PEOPLE:

THINGS:

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

Additional Assessment Sheets are available in the following specific skill
areas:
Technical Skills

things

Creative Skills

things, people

Financial Skills

information, things

Clerical/Detail Skills

information, things, people

Helping Skills

people

Teaching Skills

people, things

Material Handling Skills

things

Communication Skills

people

Research Skills

information

Management Skills

people, information

IDENTIFYING YOUR PERSONAL ASSETS AND STRENGTHS:
1.

Circle the personal qualities you feel you posess, or people have told you that you
demonstrate. Then go back through the list and put a star (*) beside the 5 qualities you
think describe you best.

2.

Take your five personal assets and write them out in the spaces below. After each quality,
write at least two statements describing how you demonstrated that strength in the past.

Strength #1:
e.g.
e.g.
Strength #2:
e.g.
e.g.
Strength #3:
e.g.
e.g.
Strength #4:
e.g.
e.g.
Strength #5:
e.g.
e.g.

FOCUSING YOUR JOB SEARCH:

Considering your identified SKILLS, EXPERIENCE and PERSONAL STRENGTHS, in
the space below identify at least three types of positions you may be applying for.
Beneath the job titles, list the relevant skills, experience and strengths you have that
qualify you for the positions.
POSITION #1:
Relevant Skills:

Relevant Experience:

Relevant Strengths:

POSITION #2:
Relevant Skills:

Relevant Experience:

Relevant Strengths:

POSITION #3:
Relevant Skills:

Relevant Experience:

Relevant Strengths:

Note: Within the following case study all address information and phone numbers have been
replaced with one (or more) "X" for reasons of privacy and confidentiality.
CASE STUDY #1
Alicia was born in Nicaragua in 1941. The youngest daughter of a eleven children,
education was not a priority in her family and at the age of eleven she had to leave
school and work on her family's farm. She married when she was seventeen and had
five children - three boys and two girls. Her husband had a job as a seasonal farm
labourer and had his own small business selling food. Alicia cooked the food for the
business. Unfortunately, her husband and two of her three sons were killed in the
Revolution in the early 1980's and fearing reprisal she sought refugee status in Canada.
Alicia took care of the family while her children quickly learned English and found jobs
that were able to support the family. However, now the youngest daughter is getting
married and Alicia would like to find a job.

Alicia XXXXX
XXX Harbison Bay
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3G XXX
(204) XXX- XXXX
SUMMARY PROFILE
20 years experience in the food service industry
Reliable, energetic, hard-working team player
Excellent culinary skills with demonstrated ability to perform multiple tasks within
time constraints
SKILL AREAS
Food Service
Planned and prepared wide range of highly-acclaimed foods
Experienced in operating commercial kitchen equipment, including grill, dish-washer
and food processor
Maintained kitchen inventory and purchased supplies
Ensured the maintenance of sanitation standards in accordance with health
regulations
Organization
Successfully handled multiple tasks simultaneously
Motivated others to complete projects as a team
WORK/VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Family Manager

1958-Present

Team Leader
Women's Auxiliary Catering Group

1993-1996

Cook/Manager
Cocina de Martinez Nicaragua

1958-1980

EDUCATION

English as a Second Language
International Centre

References available upon request
Food samples available upon request

1990-1995

Feedback on Alicia XXXXX's Resume
There was some discussion as to the benefit of listing the dates of family manager as
"1958-Present." If the purpose of this entry is to account for time out of the paid work
force, the dates "1980-Present" would accomplish that without emphasizing her age.
The ability to handle multiple tasks simultaneously is mentioned twice. Repeating
information in a resume should be avoided.
The accomplishments from page three of the skills Assessment booklet could be
included. Identifying accomplishments is a powerful and effective technique in marketing
your skills.

Note: Within the following case study all address information and phone numbers have been
replaced with one (or more) "X" for reasons of privacy and confidentiality.
CASE STUDY #2
Mark was born in Neepawa in 1965. Initially, things were going really well for him and
his family. However, when he was nine his parents divorced and his new stepfather was
very abusive towards to him. School went okay until he was sixteen and then he just
dropped out because he found it too boring. He didn't have too many problems finding
jobs - he was always on time, polite and courteous with people but always left after a
few months because the job lost its challenge. A few years ago he got a job at a local
autobody shop and really enjoyed his work there. The business was sold and he needs
a job based in Neepawa.

Mark XXXXX
XX Elm Street
Neepawa, Manitoba
R0N XXX
(204) XXX-XXXX

PROFILE

Mature professional with three years successful experience in the autobody
repair business
Reliable, diligent employee with a positive attitude
Resourceful and knowledgeable
Works well independently and as part of a team

RELEVANT SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

Autobody Repair
Repairing dents
Sanding and preparing vehicle for paint
Painting and rust proofing
Rock-guarding
Auto detailing

Operation of Tools, Equipment and Machine
Experience with air, power and hand tools
Operating automobiles, trucks, tractors, front-end loaders
Uses hydraulic equipment

Maintenance
Organizing work site
Cleaning and maintaining equipment
Maintaining and ensuring a high standard of cleanliness throughout the process

(204) XXX-XXXX

Mark XXXXX

RELEVANT EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Autobody Painter

Oct. 1995 - May 1998

Ding & Dent Body Shop
Accomplishments: Tested and researched various paints to evaluate quality and discovered a
combination that could withstand severe climates

Farm Hand

1994 - 1995

"Uncle Bill's Farm"

Self Employed

1985 - Ongoing

Mark's Landscaping
Accomplishments: Built up a client base

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Neepawa Secondary School

1982

CPR and First Aid

1994

WHMIS Certificate

1994

Certificate - Automobile Paints and Properties

1996

References available upon request

Feedback on Mark XXXXX's Resume
Include more detail in the Relevant Skills and Experience section by listing specific
autobody procedures/processes, hand tools, etc.
Be consistent in the use and tense of action verbs. Strong action verbs should be used to
express experience.
Listing accomplishments in the Relevant Employment History section is effective. More
detail should be listed for the accomplishment under "Self-Employed," such as the size of
his client based and the fact that his customers are based in Neepawa. That could be a
benefit to a new autobody shop coming into town.
List the self employment first in the Relevant Employment History section since it is the
most recent.
Be consistent with listing the dates. Years only are required.
Putting the name and phone number at the top of the second page is excellent.
Reorder the Education and Training section to start with the most recent training and
work backwards in time.
Be consistent in the format throughout the Relevant Employment History section by
putting an accomplishment under Uncle Bill's Farm.

Note: Within the following case study all address information and phone numbers have been
replaced with one (or more) "X" for reasons of privacy and confidentiality.
CASE STUDY #3
Joe was born in 1956 in Thompson, Manitoba. His parents were of Cree descent and
died when he was thirteen years of age in a car accident. His aunt took care of him and
his two sisters. His parents valued learning and he had a good experience at school. He
completed Grade 10 and he found a job working at Inco in Thompson. Initially, he was
underground but worked his way through the ranks up to supervisor of shift scheduling.
Recently, because of a fall in the price of nickel, Inco has been laying off people and
last week he was given his pink slip. All of his family are in Thompson and he really
doesn't want to move to Winnipeg.

JOE XXXXX
Box XX
Thompson, Manitoba S0K XXX
Phone: (204) XXX-XXXX

SUMMARY PROFILE
Twenty six years experience in the mining industry. Started as an underground worker and
moved up to supervisor of shifts scheduling. Excellent administrative skills, organizational
skills and co-ordinating abilities.
SKILL AREAS
Supervisor of Shift Schedules
Organizing shift schedules
Keeping daily reports
Calculating shift hours
Co-ordinating union workshops such as WHMIS, CPR, and First Aid

Big Brother Contact Person
Working with community organizations
Arranging interviews
Co-ordinating special events
Scheduling of contact time
Report writing
Administrative duties, i.e. budgets, filing, making contacts

WORK EXPERIENCE
Supervisor of Shifts Scheduling
INCO
Thompson, Manitoba, S0K 0P0

1992 - 1998

Underground Worker
INCO
Thompson, Manitoba
S0K 0P0

1972 - 1992

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Grade 10
R. D. Parker School
Thompson, Manitoba

1972

Certificate
WHMIS
Thompson, Manitoba

1980

Certificate
First Aid and CPR
Thompson, Manitoba

On-going

Certificate
Management Courses
INCO - On-Site
Thompson, Manitoba

1990 - 1992

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

Contact Person
Big Brothers Association

INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
Outdoor activities: fishing, boating, hunting

REFERENCES
Available upon request.

1982 - Present

Feedback on Joe XXXXX's Resume
Focus Summary Profile section towards the job he is applying for. Instead of starting
with the number of years Joe was in the mining industry, mention the number of years he
has been involved in Big Brothers.
In Skill Areas section, list skills not positions, i.e. switch "Supervisor of Shifts Schedule"
to "Supervisory", and "Big Brothers Contact Person" to "Organizational"
Remove the location from the points in the Work Experience and Education and Training
sections
Elaborate on the statements in the Skill Areas section, i.e. arranged interviews with who
for what purpose
Reorder the Educations and Training section into chronological order starting with the
most recent to least recent
In the Education and Training section, remove the "Certificate" as a separate line. It can
be added after the name of the course, i.e. WHMIS Certificate, First Aid and CPR
Certificate, Management Certificate, but it is not necessary.

Note: Within the following case study all address information and phone numbers have been
replaced with one (or more) "X" for reasons of privacy and confidentiality.
Case Study #4
Peter was born in Poland in 1950. He attended the University of Warsaw and graduated
with his degree in Engineering in 1973. He worked in the State Mining Industry as a
Geological Engineer and in 1983 was forced to leave Poland because of the revolution.
He spent eight years in Italy with his wife and two children working in restaurants and
delivering flowers. The family ran a small catering business out of their home. In 1991,
his brother sponsored him and his family and they arrived in Canada. The family took
six months of English and then found part time jobs in a variety of industries for
example, janitorial and retail. In 1993, Peter was promoted to the position of catering
manager for a small company. The company recently lost its most important client to the
competition and he has just found out that he no longer has a job.

XX-XXX Donald Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C XXX
(204) XXX-XXXX

Peter XXXXX

PROFILE

Mature, professional with ten years Geological Engineering experience
Highly organized and dedicated with a positive attitude
Over ten years of experience in the personalized food industry
Excellent communication and managerial skills in dealing with all types of people

RELEVANT SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

Management and Supervisory Skills
Organized, planned and implemented food services for small and large functions
Maintained accurate deadlines and meetings on a regular basis
Demonstrated engineering techniques to museum staff and volunteers
Delegated tasks and responsibilities to staff
Developed and implemented a unique data gathering document for the sanitation field

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Catering Manager

1993-1998

After Hours Catering
Supervised up to 5 employees in the development and promotion of food services

Food Service Worker
After Hours Catering

1992-1993

Planned, developed and setup visual presentations

Maintenance Engineer
Richardson Securities

1992-1993

Provided security and maintenance services

Geological Engineer
State Mining Industry
Surveyed and mined various rock deposits for minerals

1973-1983

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

Display Organizer
Museum of Man and Nature

1994 - Present

Created unique visual displays of geological implements

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science (Geological Engineering)
University of Warsaw

1973

English as a Second Language
International Centre

1991

Food Handler's Certification
City of Winnipeg

1992

Critique of Peter XXXXX's Resume
To target more than one type of occupation, Peter may need more than one resume. A
specific career goal could be added to the resume and changed to be relevant if he applied
for different types positions
Reverse the order in the Education section to begin with the most recent training. If he
wants to keep his university degree first, he could put the language training and the food
handler's certificate under another heading such as "Additional Training."
Add name and page number to the top of page 2.

Note: Within the following case study all address information and phone numbers have been
replaced with one (or more) "X" for reasons of privacy and confidentiality.
Case Study #5
Sharon, a Franco-Manitoban, was born in Winnipeg in 1977. Her family situation wasn't
good and she left home when she was fifteen. She did manage to complete grade 10 by
going to school at night and she found many part time jobs working at restaurants, filing
and telemarketing. But, because she didn't complete her Grade 12, she was always let
go when the companies were downsizing. Her latest job working at a camp site as the
person at the front desk (answering the 'phone, mailing letters and typing up invoices)
has just closed for the season. She needs a job to get her through the winter.

Sharon XXXXX
XX Des Meurons
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3L XXX
(204) XXX-XXXX

HIGHLIGHTS OF QUALIFICATIONS

Developed and implemented a French reading program for non-French
speaking children
Recognized by Franco-Manitoban Cultural Centre for promoting French
language programs
Exposure to multicultural groups while traveling throughout Canada
Effective communication skills

SKILLS

Performance
Developed and coordinated children's reading program at Transcona
Community Centre
Designed and created puppets, costumes and sets
Innovative use of puppets in the presentation of French literature
Buskered throughout Canada

Hospitality
Bilingual (French and English)
Provided tourist information to visitors
Multicultural exposure
Welcomed clients and provided information regarding services
Effectively handled customer complaints

Organizational
Able to prioritize activities to accomplish established goals
Collating and filing information

WORK EXPERIENCE

Receptionist
Happy Campers
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Telemarketer
Fanuiel Telemarketing
Winnipeg, Manitoba

May 1998 - Present

February 1998 - April 1998

Filing Clerk
Statistics Canada
Winnipeg, Manitoba

February 1998

Waitress
Perkins
Winnipeg, Manitoba

September 1995 - January 1998

EDUCATION

Grade 10
Journey's Adult Education
Winnipeg, Manitoba

1998

Howden Junior High
Winnipeg, Manitoba

1991

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
Performer, Transcona Community Centre
INTERESTS / ACTIVITIES
Reading, Traveling, Entertaining
REFERENCES
Available upon request

Critique Of Sharon XXXXX's Resume
Use action verbs in Skills section and be consistent in the tense.
Omit the location (i.e. Winnipeg, Manitoba) from the Work Experience and Education
sections.
Dates can be given in years only. If you wish to indicate that employment was a short
term position, you can do as follows:
1996
(Term)
There was a question as to whether or not a stigma was attached to adult literacy
program. The consensus was that it is important to include the upgrading because it
showed initiative and a willingness to continue learning.

Wednesday, June 24, 1998
Agenda
9:00 A.M.

Check In - Tips for Interviewing

9:30

Labour Market Information
John Harper,
Labour Market Information Officer,
Government of Manitoba

10:30

Coffee Break

10:45

Classroom Strategies for Labour Market Information
Implementation
Regina Ramos-Urbano,
Researcher/Coordinator
Employment Projects for Women Inc.

NOON

Lunch

12:30
P.M.

Industry Visits

"There is a test to find out whether your
mission on earth is finished: If you're still
alive, it isn't."
- Richard Bach, Author

Responding to Client Information Needs: Suggested Sources and Research Activities*

TRAINING & EDUCATION
Client Question

What can I do with "X"
education/training?
What field can I move into
with my present
skills/background?

Information Source

Activity

Placement centres

Read placement reports

Human resource

Find out where graduates

personnel in company or
organization

have been hired
Interview some graduates

Job Futures: Vol. 1
Ask personnel officer what
&2
Canadian Career
Information partnership (&
the HRDC office)

they would hire a person
with that background to do.
Ask for names of people in
the field and interview
them
Order "Canada Prospects,
Canada's Guide to Training
and Employment" (free)

What training do I need to do
"Z" job?
What aptitudes and interests
would be helpful in this
occupation?

Career resource

Ask for books on the

centres libraries

occupation

Job Futures: Vol. 1

Read the descriptions in the

NOC

industry studies

Sector Council studies

Phone "Z" workers listed in

yellow pages

the yellow pages and asks
them for information

Associations, unions
Ask associations and unions
Human resource

personnel

to

Provincial ministry of
advance education

tell you what background
they require and what they
prefer

Canada Career

Ask H.R. personnel what

Information Partnership (&
the HRDC office)

training they require to hire
a "Z"

Choices program

Order "Canada Prospects,
Canada's Guide to Training
and Employment"

OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION
Client Question

Information Source

Activity

What exactly does a "Y" do?

Human resource

Ask for names of people

What areas do "Y's" move
into when they need a
challenge or a change of
pace?

personnel

who would give you an
information interview

Newspapers
Ask for job descriptions
Occupational profiles:
from human resource office
NOC, regional economist or
HRDC reports

Check want ads in the
paper

Human resource studies
for description of duties
of the Sector Councils,
Associations or Unions

Go to a public library or a
career resource centre and
check for resources
Phone association or union
and ask if it publishes
career description
brochures or has
promotional videos.

College or university

Ask program coordinators if

Placement centres

there is a different route to
any of the jobs their
program is geared towards

Job Futures
NOC
Associations or
Unions
Human resource

Read placement reports to
see
what different areas
graduates were hired
Read the industries listed as

personnel

employers in the field in Job
Futures and placement
reports
Phone personnel
departments
and ask what other
occupations the company
employs
Check the other job titles in
the
unit and minor group in the
NOC
Ask members of
associations
and unions for typical
career paths and alternate
routes, ask for employee
names to interview
Interview employees and
employers for suggestions
re: routes and additional
skills needed to remain in
the occupational family
Volunteer part-time in an
organization where you can
build on experience and
learn about opportunities

SUPPLY & DEMAND
Client Question

What jobs are the most in
demand?

Information Source

Regional economist office

Activity

Gather reports available
from

Local HRDC office
Will there be job openings in
this field when I'm finished
studying in 3 - 4 years?
Where can I get a job when I
finish my training?

Library

economist and HRDC
offices such as profiles of
employment demands,
labour market trends, semi
annual review, industry
sector reports (monthly
summaries of
business/labour newspaper
articles)

Associations, unions,

Scan the career section and

companies

want ads for job vacancies
or ask HRDC office if they
have newspaper vacancy
reports

Newspapers
Job Futures
COPS Occupational
Studies

Chambers of
Commerce
Boards of Trade

Read in job Futures
percentage
of graduates who got jobs,
projected number of
graduates projected
number and geographical
distribution of job openings
Read COPS Supply and
Demand Reports
List company names that
came
up in the previous steps,
and you will have some

contact ideas
Search the Directory of
Canadian Associations and
lists of businesses in the
library
Read trade journals
Phone associations, unions,
companies and ask for their
projections
Interview people in the
field

LABOUR STANDARDS
Client Question

What are the best paying
jobs?
What will I earn in this
occupation?
Are the benefits good?
Are there any health risks in
this job?
Do most workers in this field
belong to a union? What kind
of support might a union
provide?

Information Source

Activity

Regional economist office

Ask HRDC for employment

Local HRDC office
Associations, unions

standards and wage survey
and summary of union
agreements

Newspapers

Ask unions and associations

Statistics Canada, Census

for wages, usual benefits
and health risks

Data
Canadian Centre for
occupational health and
Safety (CCOHS)
Labour Canada

Check newspaper want ads
for salary ranges
Ask Statistics Canada for
the ten top paying jobs

Ask CCOHS for list of
dangerous chemicals or
descriptions of hazards
associated with different
occupations
Ask Labour Canada for
information on the
Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information
System (WHIMIS)
I'd like to go into "X"
trade/occupation but I'm
worried that as a woman
(minority, person with a
disability, Aboriginal) I might
be treated unfairly

Labour Canada,

Write or phone for Part III

Labour Canada's Women's
Bureau

of the Canada Labour Code
and information on
women's employment
situation

Human Resources
Development Canada
Equity Department

Write or phone HRDC for

Unions and

employment equity
information

associations

Ask associations, unions,

College or university

HRDC or other counsellors
for support groups to
contact
Ask coordinators, deans,
for graduates' names who
can support you, for
companies who are
supportive

*Developed by Elaine O'Reilly, Canadian Counselling and Guidance Foundation
permission granted to copy for student use

SURVEY OF LABOUR MARKET INFORMATION SOURCES

LEVEL

SOURCE

National, Regional
and Local

Statistics Canada

DESCRIPTION
a) Labour Force
Survey: monthly
survey designed
to represent all
persons in the
population 15
years of age and
over
b) Censuses of
Canada, the
Labour Market
Activity Survey
(LMAS), and the
Survey on Labour
and Income
Dynamics (SLID)

Provincial or Local

Regional Economic
Services Branches
(RESB) of Human
Resources
Development Canada
(HRD)

a) Canadian
Occupational
Projection
System (COPS):
integrates
qualitative data
with quantitative
statistics.
b) Job Futures:
applies analytical
tools and data
developed
through COPS to
provincial
occupational
labour market
trends.
c) Occupational
Outlook: features
job prospects and
skill changes in

USES
a) Determines
unemployment
rate, number of
employed and
other stats
b) Provide the basis
for many Stats
Canada and
Human Resource
Development
publications.

a) Projections of
growth by
industry, predicts
job growth.
b) Numbers are
projections.
Analysis and
reported figures
apply to the
occupational
TITLE that
represents an
entire
occupational
group. Includes:
number of job
openings,
gender/age
composition,
employment rates,
main industries of
employment, job

the economy
through articles
and summaries.
d) Other RES13
Publications:
Different titles
according to the
region.
Provincial or Local

Provincial Ministries

Surveys of College
Graduates by
provincial ministries of
advanced education
and training. In B. C.
the ministry produces
the B.C. College and
Institute Student
Outcomes Report and
the Student FactPac.

description and
prospects,
educational
background &
skills required,
effects of
technological
change, etc.

a) Career Decisionmaking

LEVEL

SOURCE

Provincial or Local

Other Sources

DESCRIPTION
a) LMI on the
INTERNET

USES
trends
information on

b) Information
produced by
major employers

emergent fields
industrial

c) Business, union,
professional and
trade associations

information

d) Science Councils
e) the media
(newspapers,
futurist
magazines/books,
TV specials and
employment
forecasting books)
National

Human Resources
Development Canada

a) National
Graduate
Survey: labour
market outcomes
for graduates of a
specific year.
Statistical and
narrative
information on
programs, market
experience and
occupations.
b) Human Resource
Sector Studies:
Industry partners
and other
stakeholders
come together.
Diagnose human
resource
problems in
national industry
sectors. Studies

a) Crucial
information for
career planning
process and
determining the
type of institution,
level of education
and field of study.
b) Relevant
information for
anyone wishing to
enter the field.
Information
provides clues
about: what to
look for in an
educational
program, in a
company,
questions to ask,
what skills to
develop.

characterize
workers,
organization,
trends, quantity
demands and
training of the
workers.
c) Canada Industry
Profiles:
competitiveness
of Canadian
industry and
technological
factors.
Local

Participation

Provincial or local

People

a) participation in
work experience,
co-op programs,
job shadowing,
volunteering work

c) Get up to date
information,
understand what
the job involves,
networking,
experience.

Job interviews,
networking

Find out what a job
involves, get up to
date information,
networking, assess
demand and
projection for
employment in a
particular field.

Design Sheet

page ___1___ of ___3___

Objective(s):
to gain an understanding of labour market information in the context of
classroom teaching
to increase knowledge of the application of LMI to the needs of learners
to become familiar witht he use of design sheets for the lesson planning
process

To find out what the learners already know:
take a "hands-up" survey to identify participants' backgrounds/teaching
context

To find out what the learners have learned:
conduct an exit evaluation
have each participant relate one activity that they would use/adapt for their
learners
Time

Facilitator

Learning

Activity &

Objective

Participant

Lecturette

Resources

Notes

Doing/Activity x=trainer

Method
5
min.

Format
o=leaner

to introduce

training

color

pass

5
min.

- Floating
Frankfurter
phenomenon
3D magic
eye

the idea of
looking
beyond the
obvious to
see other
patterns ie.
looking at
labour
market
information
to identify
occupational
trends

their eyes to
see 3D
objects from
2D patterns

Review

to take

listening

Agenda for
the rest of
the morning

responsibility
for their own
learning

agreeing;

same

overheads
of 3D
Magic Eye
patterns

around

Seeing
the Future

Agenda on
overhead

Why LMI?
making
suggestions

the
patterns so
that
participants
can try to
"see" the
object(s)

4 Learner
Activities
Lesson
Planning
Process
Take
Home
Ideas

Design Sheet
Time

page ___2___ of ___3___

Facilitator

Learning

Participant

Format

Activity &

Objective

Doing/Activity

x=trainer

Method
10
min.

30
min.

Resources

Notes

flipchart &
felt pens

LMI is
important
because it
gives
people
direction
for career
& life
planning

Facilitator's
Guide:
Making
Career
Sense of
LMI,
section I
part 2 & 3

handout
pages

o=leaner

Discussion what is the
purpose/use
of labour
market
information

to identify
the value of
LMI

brainstorming,
sharing ideas

Marketplace
Icebreaker

to identify
questions
or concems
about LMI

discussing,
brainstorming,
flipcharting

same

to identify
elements of
the labour
market

x
ooo ooo
ooo

flipchart &
markers
for each
group
30
min.

Family

to identify a

analyzing,

Facilitator's

handout

History of
Work
Modifying
activities for
leamer
needs

family
history of
work from a
trends point
of view
to
understand
that
occupations
and
industrial
shifts occur
for many
people and
over
different
time frames

identifying
patterns
remembering,
charting
information

Guide:
Making
Career
Sense of
LMI,
section I
part 8

pages

Facilitator's
Guide:
Making
Career
Sense of
LMI,
section 4
part 2

different
handouts
per group

projecting
learner needs
and
identifying
"hot spots"

to identify
parts of the
activity
which lends
itself for
modification
1
hour

Sources of
Labour Mar
ket
Information

To identify
the various
sources of
LMI
To develop
skills in
finding the
appropriate
sources of
information
according
to the
student/
clients
needs.

analyzing,
brainstorming,
inspecting
resources,
recording
their
responses

x
ooo ooo
ooo

discuss
timing of
event,
alternatives
for those
individuals
who are
reluctant or
unable to
share their
family work
history eg.
adopted,
estranged,
immigrant,
history of
social
assistance

Design Sheet
Time

page ___3___ of ___3___

Facilitator

Learning

Activity &

Objective

Participant

Generic
Employability
Skills

Resources

Notes

Doing/Activity x=trainer

Method
1
hour

Format
o=leaner

To
understand
the
differences
between
technical
and specific
generic
skills.
To identify
the specific
generic skills
needed in
the labour
market.
To
understand
the value of
having
generic
employability
skills

analyzing,
writing
x
ooo ooo
ooo

Facilitator's
Guide:
Making
Career
Sense of
LMI,
section 3
part 2
Working
Solutions:
Getting a
Job, pages
12, 3-6

handout
pages

Preparing for
Lesson &
Action Plans

to see how
this learning
session was
planned

listening,
asking
questions

Closure Take Home
Value

to identify at
least one
activity to
use/adapt
for the
learner
situation

listening,
individually
describing
what value
they will take
home

Feedback

to identify
workshop
strengths
and areas of
improvement

thinking,
writing

Facilitator's
Guide:
Making
Career
Sense of
LMI,
section 6

hand out
design
sheets and
blank
sheets

handout Session
Evaluation

have box
at door
where
participants
can drop in
their forms

same

same

SECTOR STUDY ON THE ENVIRONMENT INDUSTRY
Canadian Council for Human Resources in the Environment Industry
Grant Trump, Suite 650,1040 7th Ave. S.W., Calgary, Albert, T2P 3G9
Ph. (403) 233-0748 FAX (403) 269-9544
Trends, Developments or
Technological Changes

Environmental legislation is
driving demand for products
and services.
It is difficult for the industry to
keep up with all of the
technological and regulatory
changes taking place.
Companies will have to
expand the range of services
and products and move from
control to prevention.
Canadian firms can expect
competition from U.S.,
Japanese, and European
companies.
Many segments of the
industry have experienced
recent rapid growth, in the
order of double-digit rates.
Small fast growing
companies comprise the
majority of firms in the
industry.
There is a shortage of key
technical specialists.

Implications for Human Resources or the Labour Market

There is a need for technical specialists, particularly
engineers with environmental skills.
Managers and employees need to upgrade their skills and
knowledge constantly.
There is a shortage of project management skills,
particularly for site remediation projects.
By 1995 there will be a need for an estimated 5,000 to
7,000 workers, of which 2,000 to 3,000 will be skilled
workers.
Some of the specific skills and occupations which will likely
be needed include:
Hydrogeologists: instrumental in the design and
assessment of landfill sites, clean up of hazardous
toxic waste sites, groundwater contamination, and site
decommissioning.
Environmental Scientists: to perform environmental
impact assessments and audits as well as manage site
clean up projects.
Air Quality Specialists: to gather and analyze air
samples, as well as develop methodologies for air
quality analysis, and implement solutions for air
pollution control.
Employment of technically-skilled environment workers
outside the industry will increase an estimate 2% (300 to

There is a declining
enrolment in technical
programs and a lack of
understanding of the industry
by youth.

400 workers) by 1995. 70% of companies will actively
recruit from universities, competing with the environment
industry for graduates.

Canadian Restaurant and Food services Association
(416) 923-8416
Trends, Developments or Technological
Changes

Last 20 years has seen growth of fast-food
sector and con tract and social catering
sector and emergence of Canadian chefs in
international culinary competitions.
More diet-conscious menus and health food.
Higher taxes responsibility for monitoring
drinking impaired.
More money spent on restaurant meals
mainly attributed to increased participation of
women in the workforce and single-person
households.
New technology can result in increased
productivity and cost control but it has not has
a marked impact on labour use patterns or
skills requirements.
Reduced labour supply of young people and
immigrants wanting to work in the food
services industry.

Implications for Human Resources or the
Labour Market

Demand for workers between the year
1989 and 2000 estimated to increase
25.8%
Most people entering the food service
industry have little or no formal training.
Employers first concern when hiring for
most positions is work ethic and
personality.
Weak supervisory skills and lack of
training add to unacceptable turnover
rates.
Training in human resource management
has reduced turnover and improved
recruitment and retention more than
culinary training has.
Increased productivity needed to
compensate for reduced labour supply
and to improve wage levels.

National Tourism Human Resource Council
Wendy Swedlove (613) 954-3979
Trends, Developments or
Technological Changes

Growing tendency to diversify in
order to generate cashflow yearround of only seasonal.
Over 500 programs devoted to
tourism in Canadian colleges and
universities.
Both small-business nature and
large international corporation.
Major growth industry in the
world.
Adventure travel sector - most of
these businesses are young and
small but growing steadily.

Implications for Human Resources or the Labour Market

More employment opportunities year round.
Job openings particularly for cooks, chefs, and food
and beverage servers.
Upward movement within the industry can be rapid.
Large numbers of supervisory and management
positions available - 75,000 over the next decade.
Tourism-related employment increase of 275,000 over
next decade.
Business opportunities for those who wish to serve the
tourism industry itself - research, advertising,
education, planning, and information management
and distribution.
Training available for National Standards Certifications
for cross-Canada mobility.

MULTIMEDIA: An emerging occupation

Multimedia has captured the imagination of telephone, cable television, and communication
and entertainment companies. It is a multi-billion dollar world of digital convergence where
computer, graphics, text, video film and sound merge on the desktop.
Multimedia specialists or digital engineers are not included in the National Occupational
Classification manual or Job Futures. Information provided in the recent sector study on the
Canadian Broadcast Industry is limited.
Considerable changes in the post-production technology. Increased use of digital technology
and computerization. Need for highly skilled computer technicians who are creative, to
understand the art of film-making.
Film industry grew throughout the recession. Production of advertising took a hit, and
production of corporate films and TV series continued strong.
New opportunities are opening up in TV.
The Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission (CHIC) has approved
the video game, Sega, to deliver its games into the home via cable (digital delivery). Opening
opportunities for smaller Canadian firms to expose their games.
Digital technology has several applications: interactive video games, films and TV special
effects/graphics/animation, manufacturing for visualizing computer design (CAD) data,
medicine for visualizing CAT scans, and for forensic and legal reconstructions.
Global shortage of video game designers.
Nintendo Canada is helping to support a new school in Vancouver, the DigiPen Applied
Computer Graphics School. Alias Research Inc., is investing in special-effects computer
software in the Vancouver Film School's multimedia division to train computer animators.
High cost is a factor because consumers are not likely to be willing to spend the money that
getting multimedia products in their home will cost.
There are still too many technological and cost obstacles for new multimedia to replace
newspapers, books, and reports.
There are only a handful of Canadian firms that design video games or develop 3-D animation
software for the film industry.
More likely to find work internationally.

permission granted to copy for student use

Presented by Regina Rarnos-Urbano
Group Exercise - Answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the labour market?
Where is it located?
What goes on there?
Who goes to the marketplace?
5. Why do people go to the labour market?

Group 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where Goods and services are exchanged. The exchange of labour for money
Wherever work for pay is being done
Where goods are being produced and/or services are being rendered
Anyone who requires goods and/or services or wishes to supply them
Supply and demand

Group 2
1. Anything that involves labour (not having a baby)
2. Within our visual parameters
3. A variety of things
o information
o technology
o employment
o people interacting with people for the purpose of labour
4. All people, excluding kids under 5 (anyone after labour)
5. Find, seek and give information. "Share"

Group 3
1.
2.
3.
4.

LMI - a resource for people to exchange information concerning the labour market
Everywhere - you make your path
Discussion, information gathering and exchange, sharing
People interested in finding and/or filling a position. People have resources (pass on
Info). People who simply want the info.
o counsellors
o economists
o mothers
5. To find and/or fill a position. To have an active or passive interest in the market
information

Group 4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Continuously evolving entity for information exchange
Everywhere - networking, papers, Internet, schools, people
Exchange of Information - research, documentation, negotiating
Everyone - companies, unemployed, producers of goods, government agencies, parents
5. Information - where jobs are, what types of jobs, training involved

Labour Market Information
Strategies for Group & Classroom Implementation
What Works! Summer Institute
for Literacy Practitioners

Regina Ramos-Urbano,
Coordinator, Immigrant Women's Employment Counselling Service (IWECS)

Agenda
Seeing the Future
Why LMI?
4 Learner Activities
Lesson Planning Process
Take Home Ideas
Feedback/Evaluation

Learning Objectives
To explore LMI and its various uses
To introduce elements of the labour market
To connect the labour market to personal and professional
experience
To increase knowledge of the application of labour market
information to career planning with reference to the needs of
students, clients, learners, educators and counsellors
To introduce labour market information sources

Seeing the Future

ROLE OF THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT FACILITATOR

FOUR KEY ROLES:
Broker of Vital Information
Facilitator of Skills for Transition
Facilitator of Self-Worth and Positive Self-Concept
Facilitator of Autonomy / Self-Management

MARKETPLACE Icebreaker
Imagine yourself at the "Forks" or other public market in Canada or in another country.
What images does this word create?

Labour Market Information
(LMI)
What is the labour market?
Where is it located?
What goes on there?
Who goes to the marketplace?
Why do people go to the labour market?

Vocabulary
LMI - labour market information.
Information gleaned from many different sources that creates a
picture of employment opportunities in a society.
Trend - a change in social direction that can be traced back in
history to see its effect on society.

USING LABOUR MARKET INFORMATION IN
THE CAREER PLANNING PROCESS

LABOUR MARKET TRENDS
Innovations in technology & globalization of trade
Shifts to Non-Standard Employment
Industrial shifts
Demographical changes

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
Occupational classifications
Occupational forecasting
Occupational mobility

GENERIC LABOUR MARKET SKILLS
Informed consumers
Generic employability skills
Expectations and attitudes
Entrepreneurial skills
Career decision making skills
Self reliance skills
Research skills

LABOUR MARKET INFORMATION is information concerning conditions, in,
or the operation of the labour market
Information may be:
o
o

Statistical or Narrative
Historical, current or projected

Paricular types of labour market information include:
o
o
o

Data on employment and unemployment
Job vacancies
Job qualifications, compensations, working conditions, etc.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Knowledge
Skills
Attitudes and values
Universities, colleges, trades and apprenticeships, professional
association, adult training programs

LABOUR MARKET INFORMATION
Three tasks that the practitioner and client/student have to complete together:
Identifying information needs
Accessing information sources
Evaluating information

LABOUR MARKET INFORMATION FOR CAREER DECISION MAKING
A wide range of people make use of labour market information (LMI)
Businesses use LMI to plan for a future that
includes overseas trade by choosing new
markets or moving production out of the
country.
Industries use LMI to project occupational
needs and plan where to recruit the best
candidates for their jobs.
Statisticians and economists use it to
monitor the state of the economy, industry,
occupations and even social trends.
Government may use it to form new
employment or unemployment insurance
policies.
Educational institutions may use LMI in their
career guidance to make quotas for
programs or to start new programs.
Members of the labour force (or potential
members, like students) may use LMI to
help decide where to locate geographically
or which branch of a particular occupational
field to enter.

Labour Market Information
(LMI)
LMI is information concerning conditions in,
or the operation of, the labour market. This
information,may be statistical or narrative in,
character. It my relate to historical, current
or projected circumstances. Particular types
of labour market information include data on
employment and unemployment, job
vacancies, qualification, compensation,
working conditions, etc.
SOURCE: The LMI Handbook, 2nd Edition
(Human resources Development Canada,
1990a).

Sample Family History of Work

Click the thumbnail to view the larger image (23 kb)

Were there patterns in the types of occupations in the family?
What was the range of occupations?
What were some of the factors that affected the range of occupations (eg.
technology, industrial shifts, employment values, possible immigration)?

Your Family History of Work
Map out family members and occupations that individuals have performed in their
lifetimes. This can include siblings, spouses, grandparents and other extended
family members.

Were there patterns in the types of occupations in the family?
What was the range of occupations?
What were some of the factors that affected the range of occupations (eg.
technology, industrial shifts, employment values, possible immigration)?
What are some of the insights you've gained from doing this activity?

Sources of Labour Market Information
Your task is to identify all possible sources of information that the learner can use to
obtain information on the sector. Be sure to include forms of information such as the
five Ps.
o Places
o Print and visual
o People and organizations
o Participation (eg. volunteer work)
o Personal experience and exploration

From your reading of the trends and their impact on human resources, what information
do-you think will help your learner? Think of learner profiles(young, older, male, female,
with or without work experience in the field, with or without training/education in the
field, etc.).

Sources of Labour Market Information
Environment
Tourism
Food Services
Multimedia

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE LABOUR MARKET
CLIENTS AND STUDENTS SHOULD INCORPORATE
INTO THEIR CAREER DECISION MAKING:
How will consumer behaviour affect opportunities?
What public policies will impinge on this career?
How many workers are already in this field?
How many workers will be needed in the future?
How will technology change the industry?
What is the next most likely position to move into?
Is this occupation mobile across the country?
From which training programs do employers prefer to hire?

Generic Employability Skills
Doug's Story
Doug is a journeyman electrician, who as a foreman on his last job, travelled throughout
Alberta to oversee numerous projects. Each one was successfully completed within
budget. Doug as responsible for submitting quotes, setting up a site, organizing duties,
maintaining quality control, and completing a job on schedule. Doug's sharp wit and his
ability to get along with others was admired by his co-workers and supervisor.
For the last eight months, however, Doug has been unemployed. He would like to
prepare a resume that would increase his chances of being interviewed. Therefore, he
needs to identify his skills.
o List some of Doug's skills.
o How would you get a client like Doug to broaden his idea of skills, into generic
employability skills?
o Categorize the skills, using the skills framework.
o Take about 10 minutes to discuss Doug's skills.

Where to get more information
O'Reilly, Elaine, Alfred, Diane, Making Career Sense of Labour Market Information,
Canadian Guidance and Counselling Foundation, Ottawa: 1995
http://www.ceiss.org/randa/making/mcstoc.htm
Chan, Adrienne Chan, Facilitator's Guide: Making Career Sense of Labour Market
Information, Centre for Curriculum and Professional Development, Victoria, B.C. : 1995
http://www.ceiss.org/randa/facigmcs/faciguid.htm
Manitoba High Demand Occupations
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/labour/hdo_home.htm
Manitoba Options
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/postsec/options/options.htm
Manitoba Education & Training
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/manet/manet.html
Winnipeg Occupational Profiles: A Counsellor's Handbook, Winnipeg LMI Unit,
Winnipeg Centre CEC
HRDC Manitoba, homepage http://www.mb.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca for access to Occupational
Profiles and monthly Labour Market Review
Annual Reports, newspapers, magazine articles

Regina Ramos-Urbano
Coordinator / Program Developer

Employment Projects for Women Inc.
990-167 Lombard Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3B 0V3
Tel: 949-5300 Fax: 944-9918
Email: epw@freenet.mb.ca

Thursday, June 25, 1998
Agenda
9:00
A.M.

Check In - "One thing I learned on the industry visit was..."

9:15

Compilation of Information gathered on the Industry Visits

10:00

Coffee Break

10:30

Strategies for Teaching Interview Skills
Angela Tessier,
Emerald Educational Services

NOON

Lunch

1:00
P.M.

Resource fair

2:30

Coffee Break

3:00

Lesson plans

4:30

Wrap Up

"What lies behind us and what lies before us
are tiny matter, when compared to what lies
within us."
- Oliver Wendell Holmes, Poet

Before the Interview
Class Brainstorm
research the job
types of questions asked
have a mock interview
brush your teeth
how do you get there
avoid smoking near buildings
re-read your resume; know yourself
prepare extra copy of resume / schedule / pen & paper / portfolio or samples of your work
prepare references - list and tell them
get a good night's sleep
appropriate dress
know who will be interviewing and number of people
go to the bathroom
be pleasant to the receptionist
back up plans
review job description
don't bring people to the interview
what are your financial limits
arrive a few minutes early (10 - 15 minutes)

think positively!
introduce yourself (prepare answer)
prepare questions for them
No perfume / aftershave. Yes to deodorant
inform them ahead of time of any special needs you have

During the Interview
Class Brainstorm
Breathe; relaxation tips
• Eye contact
Don't look at your watch
Good posture
Firm handshake - try to remember names
Speak to everybody interviewing
No candy, no gum
No fidgeting
Read information given to you, e.g. job description
Listen before you answer the question
Smile, be friendly
Be concise
No slang or cursing
Ask interviewer to clarify questions if you are not sure
No "Umms"

Be honest - if you don't know how to do something say you are willing to take training
Ask questions
Coffee? - if offered accept it only if you are comfortable with it
Be aware of your voice
Think before you answer
Be positive
Body language
Checklist
Communication skills
Know what questions are legal and illegal

After the Interview
Thank you note (drop off ASAP -maximum of two days)
learn to take rejection
debrief with somebody
focus on positive
follow up if necessary -"how can I improve"
assess interview performance

What strategies, procedures and resources can you use to assist your students
in preparing for an interview?

1. Research the Job
o go to company for information
o public library
o Internet, reference desk
o HRDC (or web page)
o employment counsellors for info
2. Questions they will ask at interview
o books on interview questions - libraries
o do mock interview - in pairs; panels; with teacher; videotape & review
o introduce yourself - to teacher, other students, secretary
o employment counsellors - for typical questions
o get job description - develop your own questions
o bring employers in as a transition (videotape in class and then into community)
o prepare for interviews on short notice
3. Prepare Yourself
o prepare mentally and physically
o appropriate dress (practice by wearing interviews clothes to class so students
become comfortable in the clothes)
o appropriate hygiene (no perfume, clean neat hair, clean teeth)
o think positively - "I am a strong and worthy person"; "No means next"
o eat before leaving for the interview
o no hats
o know how you get there; phone for exact location; research the transit route; go
there day before
o inquire about parking (choose parking lot; have coin available )
o go to the bathroom
o video - "Get A Job"
4. Prepare your questions (only about the job -not benefits)
5. Arrive early - practice being at class early
6. Prepare references - ask people; let then know; role play the call
7. Receptionist - practice with people
8. Bring a resume (extra copy) (in a file folder); pen & paper; portfolio

What strategies, procedures and resources can you use to assist your students
when they are in an interview?

1. Mock Interviews
o videotaped followed by critique
o employers from community
o focus on positive as well as negative
o practice typical or atypical questions
o use real job descriptions for study and dress appropriately for job
o do practice mock interview on internet - KAPLAN; WORK INC. Issues on
disabilities
o demonstrate good interview skills/ bad
o practice on each other
o share and review experiences
2. Presentations
o Human Rights
o Employment Standards
o Clothing & Make-up consultant
o Employers information (what they look for in an interview)
o relaxation techniques
o information about types of interviews
3. Videos
o "Get a Job"
4. Posters
o reminders; checklists
5. Use buddy system for support
6. Practice
o interview interruptions
o emergencies
o don't feel well
o pass out
o don't want the job - phone back the next day
o do a test -typing, presentation, personality test, writing skills
o What to do if interviewer is verbally abusive

What strategies, procedures and resources can you use to assist your students
after they have an interview?

To Do's

How/When to do

Thank you note - addressed
to interviewer/ call
receptionist for info

within 2 days; sooner if they
are making the decision
sooner

Benefits
demonstrated interest
opportunity for follow up
questions
chance to clarify answers

Learn to take rejection

take a break

better frame of mind

debrief

stay optimistic and
objective

focus on strengths and shut
off the chatter box

look at the rejection as an
opportunity to improve

learn "you" are much more
than an interview or a job
They loose out!
Debrief and Evaluation

with a trusted person and
self

tool to improve skills
become more self-aware

be honest with self
think about the experience
-positive and corrective
behaviors
could use a checklist
evaluate for the
environment
was the experience
successful/unsuccessful for

puts the experience into
perspective
helps refine our focus or
define our options

everyone
Follow up

decide to accept or not
accept job offer

taking charge of your life
(empowering)

call (if you are interested)
in receiving their feedback
about your skills/job
readiness

opportunity to further
develop skills and
recognize areas to improve
that you were unaware of
shows the employer you
are still interested and
motivated

Friday, June 26, 1998
Agenda
9:00
A.M.

Check In - One Teaching Tip

9:15

Adult Literacy in Manitoba
Terry Lumb,
Director of Adult Literacy and Program Support Services,
Employment and Training Services Branch, Government of
Manitoba

10:00

Lesson Plan Presentations - #1, 2, and 3

10:30

Coffee Break

10:45

Lesson Plan Presentations - #4, 5, 6 and 7

NOON

Lunch

1:30
P.M.

P.A.T.H.
Bonnie Ferguson-Baird

3:30

Presentation of Certificates

3:45

Wine and Cheese

4:30

Wrap Up

"What I play is life."
- Louis Armstrong, Musician

ADULT LITERACY AND CONTINUING EDUCATION/PROGRAM
SUPPORT SERVICES

Figure A: the link between programs

Provincial Benefits and Measures

COMPARISON OF FEDERAL & PROVINCIAL TOOLS

FLOWCHART

CANADA-MANITOBA AGREEMENT ON LABOUR MARKET DEVELOPMENT
Overview

Canada and Manitoba signed the Agreement on April 17, 1997 to devolve to the Province the
employment and training services funded through the Employment Insurance (EI) account. As
part of the Agreement, Canada will, on an annual basis, provide to Manitoba up to $50 million in
program funds and salary and operating dollars to support the 118 federal staff who have
transferred to the Province.
The transfer of program and operating responsibility occurred on November 27, 1997. A
Transition Team worked closely with federal staff to ensure that there is continuity of client
service.
The Agreement provides the opportunity for Manitoba to integrate federal and provincial training
and employment services for unemployed Manitobans within the provincial economic
framework. The Department is planning for a phased-in process during 1998/99 and for full
integration of programs for 1999/2000.
The federal El Act and the Agreement provide the parameters for program development In
general, the transfer of responsibilities enables Manitoba to invest up to $50 million in program
resources for
supporting the return-to-work plans of individual El clients;
funding a range of employment services to assist unemployed Manitobans in finding
work; and
supporting community and employer partnerships which develop work and work
experience opportunities for unemployed Manitobans.
Client eligibility for the range of programs and services is defined by the El Act.

The overall objective of the one-stop approach to training and employment services is to link
unemployed Manitobans with sustainable employment. The program framework has been
developed around the following objectives:
a. to improve client service and reduce duplication through a fully-integrated continuum of
employment and training programs and services for unemployed Manitobans;
b. to ensure access and linkages to employment and training programs and services which
are relevant and responsive to the needs of employers, communities, and the changing
economy;
c. to encourage local participation in the planning and delivery of programs and services
through partnerships with communities and employers; and
d. to foster self-reliance and personal commitment by individuals to achieve self-sufficiency
through sustainable employment.
HRDC and the provincial Employment Services utilized similar tools for assisting unemployed
Manitobans to work. While HRDC has traditionally served El clients, and the Province has
focused on income assistance clients, Manitoba Education and Training views the transfer as an
opportunity to move towards one-stop access for programs and services for all unemployed
Manitobans. By 1999/2000, programs will be realigned to more closely reflect the current and
future labour market needs in Manitoba and to be flexible enough to respond to emerging
opportunities.
Manitoba
Education
and Training

PROGRAM FRAMEWORK
PROVINCIAL BENEFITS:

(available only to those receiving El benefits plus those who
have had a claim during the past 3 to 5 years):

provided to employers to permanently hire clients at risk of
extended periods of unemployment.

Wage subsidies -

Employment Partnerships - developed with employers and community groups to provide
work experience and to facilitate employment of clients.

Self Employment
Assistance -

to provide customized coaching and advice to clients who want to
start their own businesses.

Skills Loans and Grants -

to help support clients who need training to obtain the skills
necessary for employment.

PROVINCIAL MEASURES:

(available to all unemployed Manitobans and those workers
facing a job loss):

Employment
to support delivery of services that assist clients prepare for, find and
Assistance Services - keep jobs.

Labour Market
Partnerships -

to support employers and employee groups, sectoral associations and
other community partners in addressing labour force development,
workforce adjustment and human resource planning activities.

Research and
Innovation -

projects designed to support research, planning and innovative
activities.

NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICES:

(delegated to Manitoba and available to all
unemployed Manitobans):

Services -

includes the identification of client needs and referral to appropriate
supports, including employment counselling, to identify barriers and
assist individuals in developing personal action plans (known as "Retumto-Work" (RTW) plans).

Labour Exchange -

includes the gathering and dissemination of job vacancy information
including HRDC kiosks and Internet labour exchange service products and
the taking of job orders.

Labour Market
Information -

includes the joint preparation of LMI, provision of timely information to
employers, governments and students, and the analysis of labour market
trends.

Lesson Plan #1
Strategies:
1.
2.
3.
4.

determining his skills
identifying skills necessary to do the job
compare the two
ideas to explain his particular situation

Procedures:
1. Introductory interview (10 min.)
Listen to his needs, explain your resources
2. Look at job descriptions (identify skills needed)
Want ads, NOC or contact local companies (10 min.)
3. Suggest identifying his own skills
do checklist activity and coach him (45 min.)
4. Compare the two (#2 and #3) (5 min.)
5. Suggest getting a pardon if not already done
6. Suggest getting his grade 8 re-evaluated; give contact numbers so it can be done
7. Suggest letter (character reference) from home director or physician
8. Choose a resume format; offer handouts (5 min.)
9. Offer handouts concerning difficult interview questions dealing with mental illness (on
medication; regularly taken; functioning level is best?) and people with criminal records
(10 min.)

Resources:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

checklist to evaluate skills
telephone number for criminal record pardon / education evaluation
support from group home
want ads, NOC
Worker's Compensation Board
Robin at Pluri-elles
Howard Davies at U of M

Lesson Plan # 2
1. What can the Literacy instructor do to bolster her confidence at the beginning of class?

Strategies:
sense of belonging
shared experiences
foster a sense of comfort and safety
eliminate the unknown

"Shoot for the moon - even if you miss you'll land among the stars"
- unknown

Procedure:
verbal information at intake meeting re: class size, expectation.
written stats sheets: how many women/men, immigrants, etc.
non-intrusive icebreaker
Lesson on Life Experiences

Visual Mapping
forms
wife
Hungarian
Immigrant
Yvonne
traveler
mother
conflict
resolution
time management
seamstress
problem solver
cook
budgeting

Resources:
Buddy system - peer tutor / volunteer
International Centre / Hungarian Cultural Centre (guest speaker)
Books: Working in English: Book 1 Picture Based Approach to the World of Work, Book 2
Beginning Language Skills for the World of Work
Guest speaker - immigrants who have been employed

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Getting to Know
a. yourself
b. classmates
c. instructors

Skills

Putting together a resume

Start of Portfolio
pictures of family

Habits
Profiles
Strengths
Assets

pictures of self
pictures of food
make a photo book

Questionnaires : verbal and
written
Cross Roads

Need magazines, books,
pamphlets
-bring personal visual
information

Scripting of cold calls

Blank copies of formats "fill
in the blanks"
Preparing a
written/auditory or verbal
scripting conversation
1-1 either with instructor or
learner

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Informational phone calls on
businesses (use script)

Informational phone calls on
businesses (use script)

Informational phone calls on
businesses (use script)

needs

3 stages of interviews

1. Stress Management

expectations

Teacher/Student
interview

2. Aromatherapy

qualifications

3. Herb healing
Employer/Student

plus 4 personal job

4. Body Shop Speaker
Interview in class

descriptions and
companies

5. Self Care Speaker
Job site interview
6. Resources for Day Care

labour market
information
visit to HRDC
hands on: yellow pages
networking assignment
internet access

7. Juggling Home/Work
Planning ahead!
Video tape, personal
1-1 (not a class activity)

Good Luck and Enjoy your
new lifestyle.

Teaching Styles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Positive feedback with reinforcement (make it a real accomplishment)
Redirection
Open communication
Learning centered
Ensure class is held in written (words), auditory (hearing), Visual (seeing pictures)
Incorporate "movement", -release stress

Lesson Plan #3
Objective #1:
Teach and understand the vocabulary of an application form

Strategy:

Procedure:

Resources:

Find out student experiences
and use them to decide on
activities (specifically - job
application)

Discussion - share job search
stories - where have
difficulties been
encountered?

Students' experiences

Incorporate dictionary

Have vocabulary list ready,
based on job application students define words

Facilitator develops using
application forms

Find job search stories

Find story; students will read "Reading for Today," Book 5,
(story based on learner levels) Unit 1

Quiz to ensure students
understand

Student will answer questions Facilitator will develop

Objective #2:
To ask questions when picking up application forms

Strategy:

Procedure:

Resources:

To get students to come up
with questions, and write
questions using proper
English
- also discuss appropriate
language and tone of voice

Brainstorm for ideas and
develop into questions

Students experiences and
ideas

Have students identify
inappropriate behavior

Instructor creates scenarios:
Brainstorming information
1-2 students act out
scenarios. Others identify bad
behaviors. Discuss
Instructor created scenarios

Lesson Plan #4
#1 Strategies:
Provide / develop the best possible resume with Henry
We want Henry to be as involved in the process as possible
We want the resume to clearly reflect his skills & get him an interview, hence a job with
better pay
Henry's motivation
SMD's checklist re: resumes
#2 Procedures:
Examine "with" him his skills. Use
skills inventory checklist,
NOC (get him to circle tasks he has done),
newspaper job descriptions,
get him to explain/diary his day,
get job descriptions from present job and/or job he is applying to,
network with people/friends who work at the company he is applying to
Introduce to him what a resume is and its purpose. Use
samples,
resume package
Decide on kind
combination - likely; show him samples of resumes
Possibly use resume template; have him fill it out to the best of his ability
Review/check with him
using checklist

Lesson Plan #5

Researching
Importance:
a) to prepare client for skill requirements, the labour market discussion: suggestions of times
when they had to do research
b) identify field (clerical)
Brainstorm for questions
Break into 3 groups for research:
1) prepare collage using newspaper/magazines (pictures and words)
2) going to the library (Internet, job banks and related literature)
3) on-site - view the environment and talk with clerical staff
Report back their findings (flip chart)
Do a personal skills inventory (computer or checklist)
Wrap up with guest speaker
Cold Calls
Introduce concepts (provide handouts, review, question & answer period)
Invite guest speaker (perhaps former student) regarding success of cold calls
Use yellow pages, newspapers, job postings to make a list for cold calls
In groups/pairs determine appropriate questions
Bring groups together to prioritize questions
Practice cold calls (critique)
Individuals make a list of 10
Report back to class, re: how I felt ; employer response
(Note: cold calls can be done in person with no notice to employer. This may be more effective
than cold calling over the phone, especially if students have accents or are deaf and using the
Manitoba Relay System. Some employers may prefer a phone call before students drop in.)

Networking
Do an icebreaker (a "Bingo" mixer)
talk to each other
identify
non-invasive
Talk about networking
Handouts re: networking
Review handouts - questions/answers
Identify personal networks:
mapping
circles
Relate above to job search
Brainstorming regarding people who are helpful in the job search
Send them out to network
Resources
Job Seekers Handbook
Community Resource Directory

Lesson Plan #6
Strategies:
1. What is a cover letter?
2. Introduce all the words associated with a cover letter (cashier, community centre,
canteen) and related job tasks
3. The purpose of a cover letter
4. To introduce parts of a cover letter and connect it with a business letter
5. Writing sentences with vocabulary
6. Tips for writing cover letters
7. Practice compiling info into correct format
Procedures:
1. Write "cover letter" on a flip chart, board or overhead. Ask students to write down
anything that comes to mind (5 min.)
2. Vocabulary of cover letter: Use a word search to review.
3. Purpose of a cover letter
discuss with/drawn from students
to introduce you
why you want the job
asks for meeting with employer
ties your background to employer's needs
why you're the right person for the job
4. Parts of a cover letter
use a sample cover letter, perhaps similar to the job, disassemble into
sections
and have students in pairs or individually (depending on group size) put it
back together on master sheet (board, flip chart, or wall)
evaluate once reassembled read aloud for sensibility/order. Rearrange as a
group if necessary
5. Write sentences you might use in your cover letter from 10 words found in the work
search
6. Construct a poster with "Tips for your Cover Letter"
7. Using the information found on a prepared skills-based resume for the canteen worker
job, draft a cover letter to accompany the resume. Edit, re-write next day perhaps

Resources:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Job Seekers Handbook - Unit 5
Task awareness strategies from scenario
Word search
Puzzle
Sample resume
Lesson Plan #7

Objectives
To have students consider the possibility of getting a job through volunteering
To have students consider the difficulties of volunteering with an employment objective
in mind
To have students research information and opportunities related to volunteering.
Lesson Plan
1. Speakers
Volunteer who got a job:
a) why I volunteered
b) positives of the experience: volunteer, staff, company
c) negatives of the experience; volunteer - acceptance, staff - resentment to
volunteer, company - resentment of staff
Volunteer Manager
a) how we use volunteers - job descriptions, not paid work
b) what do we look for in a volunteer - qualifications
c) why we use volunteers - rationale
d) orientation, training, support we supply to volunteers
e) opportunities for employment
Personnel Manager
a) can volunteering lead to a job?
b) how does regular staff feel about volunteers
c) do volunteers have an advantage over outside applicants

2. Question and Answer Session
1) What agencies/organizations use volunteers?
- Brainstorm
2) What duties would volunteers perform?
- Brainstorm
3) What skills would these duties require?
- Brainstorm
Distribute information on volunteer opportunities in a range of agencies
Personal Reflections
o Where would I consider volunteering?
- consider interests
- consider skills required
- consider goals
o then match these to agencies
There are restriction if a workplace is unionized
A work experience placement is different than volunteering. There should be a specific
agreement in place regarding duties, expectations on student and company, length of
placement, etc.
Resources
Speakers
Information on companies
Volunteer Centre, United Way
Manitoba Association of Volunteer Administration

